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Abstract

Cournot's principle is a family of theses about how a system of numerical probabilities can be given an objective interpretation. With one nuance or another,
these theses connect a system of numerical probabilities with phenomena by
asserting that certain events of high probability will happen and that certain
events of low probability will not.
This paper surveys the many ways Cournot's principle has been formulated
by quoting scores of prominent authors over several centuries. I include some
authors who disagreed with Cournot's principle, sometimes explicitly, and others
whose formulations can be thought of either as versions of the principle or as
alternatives to it.
The purpose of this compilation is not to decide whether Cournot's principle is right or wrong or to formulate it correctly but to show its persistence
and its role in the development of the idea of objective numerical probability.
The continuity of this development may be greater and the novelty of recent
contributions less than we sometimes suppose.
This is an incomplete working paper, with a thousand loose ends. In particular, the compilation of quotations in 3 is incomplete. Additional authors
should be listed, quotations from some already listed should be added, and some
repetition should be removed.
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1

Introduction

Describing a phenomenon with mathematical probability usually involves assigning high mathematical probability to certain events or statements. Physicists tell us that a gas in a conned space will distribute itself uniformly with
high probability. Researchers establish the value of a medical treatment by
showing that it is more successful than another with high probability. Here
high probability is interpreted as practical certainty.
Scholars equated high probability with practical certainty long before they
expressed probabilities as numbers. When Jacob Bernoulli undertook to make
Christian Huygens's calculus of expectations in games of pure chance into a
general mathematical theory of probability and argument, in his posthumously
published Ars conjectandi (1713, [14]), his readers saw nothing novel in his
statement that high probability provides practical certainty. The only novelty
was that in Bernoulli's picture, probabilities had become numbers.
Does the use of probability theory to describe phenomena always require
that we equate high probability with practical certainty or, equivalently, low
probability with practical impossibility? In 1843, Antoine Augustin Cournot
asserted that it does. Because he seems to have been the rst to make this
claim, some authors later called the equation of high probability with practical
certainty Cournot's principle. This remains a convenient name, but the principle
has been formulated in so many dierent ways and under so many dierent
names that it is best to think of it as a family of ideas rather than a precise
assertion.
Around the beginning of the 21st century, when my wife and I were spending
our summers in Vermont's Northeast Kingdom, I would occasionally drop by
Hanover, New Hampshire, to visit J. Laurie Snell (19252011), then retired but
still active at Dartmouth College; we would talk about martingales and the

philosophy of probability. On one occasion, I tried to interest Laurie in Emile
Borel's statement of Cournot's principle. He expressed his disinterest with a
wave of his hand and a single sentence: All the old guys said that. Why did
they all say that? Why were we saying it less often in the 21st century? Did we
have a way of evading it that the old guys had overlooked? And what exactly
were they saying? This paper reports on my eort to answer these questions
over the past 20 years.
In the next section of this paper, 2, I survey, from a contemporary viewpoint, the dierent ways Cournot's principle has been expressed and used. In
3, I document the development of the principle chronologically, quoting when
possible, at least in translation, the words dierent authors used to express it,
advocate it, and oppose it.
2

Understanding Cournot's principle

You can equate high mathematical probability with practical certainty even if
you see mathematical probability as nothing more than degree of belief; see 3.18
1

for an example of a contemporary of Cournot's who did this. But Cournot himself wanted to connect mathematical probability with phenomena,not merely
with his belief about phenomena. He wanted to interpret probabilities as statements about the world as we experience it, statements that can be conrmed
or at least tested by observation. These statements are often statements about
frequencies. So we begin, in 2.1, by reviewing the role of Cournot's principle
in connecting probabilities with frequencies.
In 2.2, we turn to the problem of qualifying Cournot's principle by limiting
the events to which it applies. Any detailed system of probabilities will give
small probability to events that actually happen; this has been called the lottery
paradox. So only some events of small probability can be ruled out. Dierent
formulations of the principle specify these in dierent ways.
How high a probability is needed for practical certainty, how small for prac
tical impossibility? Emile
Borel taught that this depends on the context, and
various answers have been used by statisticians (2.3), physicists (2.5), and
pure mathematicians (2.6).
We conclude in 2.7 with a look at the game-theoretic version of Cournot's
principle.

2.1

Resolving the conundrum of Bernoulli's theorem

In his Logic of Chance, rst published in 1866 [159], the British logician John
Venn argued that mathematical probability should be understood simply as
frequencyfrequency in some reference class. Venn's view has been elaborated
in various ways, and it has continued to attract adherents.
Mathematicians who teach and use probability theory encounter a problem
if they take Venn's idea seriously. How can they square the idea with Bernoulli's
theorem and its many generalizations, which constitute the crown jewel of probability theory as they understand it?
Bernoulli's theorem says that if an event always happens with probability p,
the frequency with which it happens in n independent trials will be close to p,
as close as you like with probability as high as you like if n is large enough.1
We can say this with mathematical precision using a few more symbols. Write
fn for the frequency of the event in n independent trials (the number of times
it happens divided by n), and choose a small positive number ϵ and a number
P close but not equal to 1. Then the theorem says that if n is large enough, the
probability of the event |fn −p| ≤ ϵ is at least P. Yet more precisely: there exists
an integer N such that for any integer n ≥ N , the probability of |fn − p| ≤ ϵ is
at least P. With yet more notation:

P (|fn − p| ≤ ϵ) ≥ P.

(1)

In a sense, (1) identies the probability p with the frequency fn . But it does
so only approximately and with high probability, a probability greater than P.
1 This is an abstract, generalized, and somewhat o-center version of the nal theorem in
Bernoulli's Ars conjectandi. See [153] for a careful account of what Bernoulli actually asserted
and proved.

2

If we say that fn is practically certain to be approximately equal to p, we are
using Cournot's principle.
Even this concession to Cournot's principle does not completely save the
identication of probability with frequency, because aside from p there is another
probability in (1), the probability P (|fn − p| ≤ ϵ). Is it also practically certain
to be approximately equal to a frequency? We can say yes only if we assume
that the whole experiment of n trials is itself repeated many times (all mutually
independent) and then apply Bernoulli's theorem and Cournot's principle again.
As noted by R. A. Fisher in 1958 [71] and Jacques Bonitzer in 1984 [18, pp. 37
38], there looms here an innite regress.2
The identication of probability with frequency is further weakened, and the
role of Cournot's principle is further highlighted, when we consider the generalizations of (1) that are important in mathematical statistics. One direction of
generalization arises when the probability p is not constant. This direction was
pursued in the mid-19th century by Simeon-Denis Poisson, Jules-Irenee Bienayme, and Pafnuti Chebyshev. Using results published by Chebyshev in 1846
[40], we can generalize (1) in various ways to the case of a sequence of independent events E1 , E2 , . . . with unequal probabilities p1 , p2 , . . . . We can say, for
example, that for given ϵ and P,
Pn


i=1 pi
≤ϵ ≥P
(2)
P fn −
n
Pn
when i=1 pi (1 − pi ) is large enough. Here we are identifying a frequency not
with a single probability but with an average probability.
In the 20th century, Chebyshev's generalization of the law of large numbers
was further generalized to the case of events E1 , E2 , . . . that are not necessarily
independent, so that the probability of Ei after E1 , . . . , Ei−1 have been settled
depends on which of these earlier events have happened. Using results published
by Paul Levy in 1936 [109], for example, we may generalize (2) to say that
Pn


Pi−1 (Ei )
P fn − i=1
≤ϵ ≥P
(3)
n
Pn
when i=1 Pi−1 (Ei )(1 − Pi−1 (Ei )) is large enough, where Pi−1 (Ei ) is the probability of Ei happening after E1 , . . . , Ei−1 have been settled. This is the martingale law of large numbers. It identies a frequency with an average of probabilities that may themselves depend on what happens.
There are many further generalizations, of course, all appealing to Cournot's
principle.
 We can generalize from events E1 , E2 , . . . to random variables X1 , X2 , . . . ,
replacing fn with the average of the rst n Xi and replacing p, pi , and
2 The problem of this innite regress has surely long been part of the folklore of mathematical statistics; I learned about it as doctoral student in mathematical statistics in the early
1970s. But Fisher and Bonitzer are the only authors I have found who discuss it in print.

3

Pi−1 (Ei ) with expected values and conditional expected values. Conditions that bound the Xi in some way are needed, but the result is that
averages of the Xi approximate averages of their expected values or conditional expected values.
 We can assert not only that the frequencies or averages get closer to the
theoretical probabilities or expected values but also how the convergence
proceeds. For example, as Jean Ville noted in 1939 [160], the frequency
fn in (1) should not be always above or always below p; as n grows, it
should sometimes be greater than p, sometimes less. This is one aspect of
the law of iterated logarithm.
 And then, of course, there are all the central limit theorems, which add
to the laws of large numbers approximate probabilities for just how close
the frequencies or averages will be to the theoretical values [68].
If you want to stick with Venn's straightforward identication of probability
with frequency, you can simply renounce all this mathematics. Venn's British
colleague Robert Leslie Ellis did just this, explicitly rejecting the usefulness and
meaningfulness of Bernoulli's theorem [66]. Venn was inclined to agree with
Ellis. But this is not the path taken by 20th and 21st century mathematical
statisticians and other applied mathematicians who use probability in engineering, computer science, information technology and operations research. They
constantly use the law of large numbers and hence Cournot's principle.

2.2

Qualifying Cournot's principle

In most systems of probabilities, not all events of high probability can happen. And what does happen, described in detail, will have negligible or zero
probability. (This is the fearsome lottery paradox.) So careful statements and
applications of Cournot's principle must limit the events with probabilities close

to zero or one that are taken into consideration. Emile
Borel insisted that these
events be remarkable in some respect and specied in advance. Richard von
Mises, Abraham Wald, Jean Ville, and Alonzo Church, working in the idealization of an innite number of trials, limited the events by requiring that they be
denable in some language or computable in some sense. Andrei Kolmogorov
brought this back to nite reality by giving a rigorous denition of complexity
(and therefore simplicity) for elements of nite sets. We predict only those events
of high probability that are simply described [16, 124]. In general, conjunctions
of descriptions are more complex than their conjuncts; so the conjunction of
events that are considered practically certain may not be practically certain.
Though rigorous, Kolmogorov's notion of complexity involves arbitrary constants that become negligible only asymptotically. So in applied settings, the
notion of a simple description necessarily remains vague or implicit, and to the
extent that the notion is formalized, the formalization may dier greatly from
one application to another. Cournot's principle has many faces.

4

Nearly all our authors before Borel, and many after, ignored the need to
qualify Cournot's principle. Why? Were all these brilliant mathematicians simply naive? Did they somehow have the same blind spot? A more reasonable
explanation is that they did not have the same concept of event as those who
learned mathematical probability after it acquired set-theoretic and measuretheoretic trappings. Now we are taught that probability comes in the form of a
measure, and that all measurable subsets are eventseven measurable subsets
that we could never begin to describe. For earlier authors, an event was implicitly something that could be simply described, by the very fact that it was
being discussed.
What level of probability qualies as high or low enough is also often vague
and clearly varies by application. As we will document in 3, some statisticians
have been willing to draw conclusions based on probabilities of 1 in 20, while
other have required a probability as low as 1 in 20,000. Physicists and pure
mathematicians are far more exacting.

2.3

How data scientists use Cournot's principle

A mathematical statistician or other data scientist may use Cournot's principle
in three dierent ways:

Testing

Having hypothesized a statistical model (which may be a single probability measure or a parametric or nonparametric family of probability measures), she tests it by checking that various key events to which it assigns
probability close to one happen. This procedure is called a goodness-oft test.

Estimation

If the model passes the goodness-of-t test, she applies Cournot's
principle again to get a condence interval that narrows the model down,
essentially to a single probability measure in the ideal case.

Decision-making

Finally, she uses the probabilities to make predictions and
decisions. Cournot's principle supports the use of the probabilties in
decision-making by allowing us to conclude that the average result of a
large number of such decisions will be close to optimal.

A statistician can use these methods, of course, without saying that they are
applying Cournot's principle. They may advance some other justication for
them, or they may ignore the question of justication.
Beginning in the 1970s, most statisticians who use tests and condence intervals have often called themselves frequentist, even when they do not ascribe to
any of the frequentist interpretations of probability discussed by philosophers,
as in [91, 92]. Other statisticians, who call themselves Bayesians, use Bayes's
rule instead of condence intervals and may or may not use goodness-of-t tests.
They use their probabilities to make decisions, but many rest content that they
have maximized their own expected utility in each case, and this does not require
any appeal to Cournot's principle.
5

As I have argued elsewhere [144], clarity would be served by calling the nonBayesian tests and condence intervals Bernoullian rather than frequentist. This
would make it clear that the contrast is between two methodologies, not necessarily between two interpretations of probability. Not all statisticians who use
Bayes's rule subscribe to a subjective interpretation of probability. Richard von
Mises, the most prominent proponent of the frequency theory of probability in
the early 20th century, emphasized the use of Bayes's rule, and other Bayesians
advocate a variety of objective interpretations. In general, statisticians and
other data scientists have tired of the frequentist vs. Bayes controversy that
was so heated during the late 20th century, and we are returning to the classical
situation in which the choice between a Bayesian or a Bernoullian method can
be a matter of convenience and circumstance rather than philosophy.
Beginning at least in the 19th-century, it was not unusual for mathematical statisticians who preferred Bayesian to Bernoullian calculations, at least
in principle, to say that high probability means practical certainty. Examples
include Pierre Simon Laplace, Simeon Denis Poisson, Wilhelm Lexis, Francis
Edgeworth, and Richard von Mises; see quotations from these authors in 3.
More recent Bayesians who combine a preference for Bayesian calculations with
an insistence on a purely subjective meaning for probability can also say that
high probability means practical certainty, as they give both probability and
certainty a subjective meaning; I quote de Finetti making this point in 3.51.
Relatively recent Bayesians who explicitly recognize the need for goodness-of-t
tests to check their models' agreement with phenomena include George E. P.
Box [30] and Andrew Gelman [87].

2.4

The hypothetical innite population

The metaphor of an hypothetical innite population was already common in
probability theory in the 18th century. The celebrated 1774 article in which
Laplace introduced his version of Bayes's rule [103] begins, for example, with
this problem:
If an urn contains an innity of white and black tickets in an
unknown ratio, and we draw p + q tickets from it, of which p are
white and q are black, then we require the probability that when we
draw a new ticket from the urn, it will be white.3
How is the hypothetical innite population related to Cournot's principle?
In articles published in the early 1920s [69, 70], R. A. Fisher provided one
answer to this question. Leaving the details for our review of Fisher's contributions in 3.40, we can summarize this answer in three points:
 When we say that the hypothetical population is innite, we mean that
is very large or as large as you wish. This legitimizes the notion that
the elements of the population (white and black tickets, for example) can
be in denite proportions.
3 Translation by Stephen M. Stigler.
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 When we say that given data is a random sample from the hypothetical
population, we mean only that it is typical of a random sample.
 This typicality is tested and conrmed by goodness-of-t tests (thus implicitly by Cournot's principle), together with the physical fact that the
data was sampled from some actual population or was obtained experimentally from independent trials.
This answer is reasonable for the context in which Fisher was working in the
1920s. With some exceptions, such as George Udny Yule's studies of paupers,
the British biometric school launched by Karl Pearson emphasized data sets
more or less randomly sampled from real populations, not with the analysis of
census or economic data.
The application of probability, whether Bernoullian or Bayesian, to census
and economic data had been widely discredited by the end of the 19th century, in large part because the assumption of randomnessi.e., independence of
observationswas so often unconvincing or even clearly false. But after World
War II, the Bernoullian methods of testing, estimation, and prediction again became very popular in economics and statistics. Historians of econometrics (see
especially [128]) cite as a turning point the inuential 1944 article by Trygve
Haavelmo, from which I quote in 3.54. Haavelmo explained Cournot's principle clearly (without mentioning Cournot's name) and argued that it can be
applied when observations, instead of forming a random sample, constitute a
single observation from a stochastic process. As he further explained, mathematical statisticians were already using stochastic processes in this way in other
scientic elds.
Haavelmo was inuenced directly by Jerzy Neyman, perhaps the leading
mathematical statistician of the time [2]. In 1960 [130, p. 625], Neyman argued
that science had entered a period of dynamic indeterminism,
characterized by the search for evolutionary chance mechanisms capable of explaining the various frequencies observed in the development of the phenomena studied.
As we learned when considering the martingale law of large numbers, (3), Neyman's reference to frequencies is consistent with the notion that we have only
a single observation from the stochastic process. His term chance mechanism
evokes, however, a dierent idea that also became current among mathematical
statisticians in the second half of the 20th century. If there is a mechanism at
work, can we not imagine it doing its work many times, producing a population
of realizations in addition to the actual one in the real world? Why not imagine it doings its work innitely many times, producing a hypothetical innite
population?
This notion of a hypothetical innite population, or superpopulation has
been widely used in applied statistics, not only when the model is a stochastic
process, but also when the multiple regression is applied to a complete population or a convenience sample [145]. Its ctional nature seems to trouble
statisticians, however.
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In 1974 [46], David R. Cox and David V. Hinkley proposed what they called
the strong repeated sampling principle:
. . . statistical procedures are to be assessed by their behaviour in
hypothetical repetitions under the same conditions. This has two
facets. Measures of uncertainty are to be interpreted as hypothetical
frequencies in long run repetitions; criteria of optimality are to be
formulated in terms of sensitive behavior in hypothetical repetitions.
This proposal has found some favor among Bernoullian statisticians; as of 10
January 2022, it has appeared 130 times in the journals cataloged by Google
Scholar.
The repeated sampling principle extracts from the notion of a hypothetical
innite population the aspects that Bernoullian statisticians need. This may
diminishes their worry that they are relying on a ction. But it relies on an
implicit appeal to Cournot's principle, because the relevant "behaviour in hypothetical repetitions happens only with high probability. In the end, perhaps,
the repeated sampling principle is merely a fanciful and unnecessarily complicated way of stating Cournot's principle.

2.5

How physicists use Cournot's principle

When analyzing data from experiments, physicists use Cournot's principle just
as statisticians and other data scientists do. But they use it in a rather dierent
and purely theoretical way in statistical mechanics.
Statistical mechanics is a theory about the behavior of an astronomical number of interacting particles, in which the law of large numbers applies with
probabilities imperceptibly close to one. (See for example [64, Ch. 3].) The
reasoning is based on a probability measure under which the positions and and
velocities of the myriad particles are all initially independent and then evolve
according to deterministic physical laws.
Aside from the strength of its conclusions, the statistical mechanics also
diers from the statistical analysis of data in the degree to which the details
of its probability model are tested, estimated, or even needed. For example,
the assumed initial independence of positions and velocities, while implausible
if taken literally, is not essential, because a other probability measures that are
absolutely continuous with respect to the one assumed would give the same
high-probability conclusions.

2.6

How pure mathematicians use Cournot's principle

When probability theory is treated as pure mathematics, where a premium is
put on the precision and simplicity rather than application, it is natural to
set aside theorems about nite sequences of events or variables, emphasizing
instead innite sequences, where conclusions can be drawn with probability
exactly equal to one.
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The earliest example of such a probability-one result in probability theory
is Andre-Marie Ampere's theorem of the gambler's ruin, published in 1802 [4].
A gambler with limited funds who bets against a casino with unlimited funds
is sure to be ruined eventually, even if the bets are fair. See 3.12.

In 1909 [21], more than a century after Ampere's work, Emile
Borel opened
the way for a plethora of probability-one results using the new theory of measure
that he had pioneered. Borel's strong law of large numbers says that


P lim fn = p = 1,
(4)
n→∞

where fn is again the frequency of an event in the rst n of an innite sequence of
independent trials. In Borel's framework, the symbol P now represents a probability measure, (4) implies (1), which we now call a weak law of large numbers.
The strong law implies the weak law. The generalizations of Bernoulli's theorem
mentioned above all have probability-one versions concerning what happens in
the limit in an imagined innite sequence of trials.
By the time Borel published his celebrated strong law, pure mathematicians
were already accustomed to treating sets of measure zero as negligible. The
phrase almost everywhere and its equivalents in French (presque partout ) and
German fast u
berall ) were used to describe statements that were true except
on a set of measure zero. In the 1930s, after the measure-theoretic framework
for probability Borel had pioneered was further formalized by Kolmogorov, almost everywhere became almost sure or almost certain when the measure
was a probability measure. Kolmogorov used fast sicher in his 1933 German
monograph [101], and Paul Levy used presque surement in his 1937 monograph
[110].

2.7

The betting form of Cournot's principle

In his doctoral thesis, expanded to a book in 1939 [160], Jean Ville brought the
foundations of probability back to its roots in betting by showing that in Borel's
framework, with its innite sequence of independent events, say E1 , E2 , . . . , each
with probability p, events of probability zero can be characterized in betting
terms. Consider a player who is allowed to bet for or against each Ei at the
odds p : (1 − p) after seeing which of the preceding Ei have happened and which
have failed. Suppose A is an event determined by the events' happenings and
failings. If the player begins with a nite stake and is never allowed to risk more
than his current capital (the initial stake plus his net gain or minus his net loss
so far), then A has probability zero if and only if the player has a strategy for
which the capital tends to innity on every sequence of outcomes in A.
More generally, the probability P(A) of any event A is equal to the least
number α such that the player has a strategy that multiplies the capital he
risks by 1/α whenever A happens.
In [149], Vladimir Vovk and I conrm that Ville's betting picture provides
a complete foundation and a generalization of measure-theoretic probability in
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discrete time. This encourages a reformulation of Cournot's principle in betting
terms, which is applied to statistical testing and estimation in [146].
The betting or game-theoretic version of Cournot's principle can be stated
this way:
A system of probabilities (or more generally a system of betting oers
or a forecaster whose forecasts are interpreted as prices) predicts an
event A if there is strategy for betting at the oered odds or prices
that multiplies the capital it risks by a large factor unless A happens.
How large is large will depend on the context, just as the small in the usual
statement of Cournot's priniciple does.
One advantage of this game-theoretic version of Cournot's principle is that
the word predicts makes clear (or at least very natural) the condition that the
event A and the corresponding strategy be selected in advance.
By italicizing predicts in the game-theoretic statement, we also capture
Cournot's point that there is no other way to connect a system of probabilities
with phenomena. The statement tells us how a system of probabilities predicts,
in a tone that carries the implication that there is no other way for it to predict.
The generalization from probability measures to forecasting, possibly with
probabilities that fall short of dening global joint probabilities for successive
forecasts or even with betting oers that fall short of dening a probability distribution for each outcome being forecast, is valuable in many dierent contexts.
It provides an objective interpretation for imprecise probabilities. It allows forecasts to be made day by day, it covers decision models where the probabilities
are not given for the decisions themselves, and in particular it covers A. Philip
Dawid's predictive theory of causality [52, 54].
3

In their own words

The authors listed here were active over a period of four centuries. Because
the periods in which they contributed to our topic sometimes overlapped, it is
impossible to list them in a way that corresponds perfectly to the chronology of
their contributions. For lack of a more perfect ordering, I have listed them in
order of their dates of birth.
The brief quotations and comments given here cannot do justice, of course, to
the complexity and subtlety of the thought of the individuals quoted. But they
give some indication of the historical diversity of thought concerning Cournot's
principle. Except where otherwise noted, the translations are mine.
In lieu of a summary, which would be impossible, here are a few ways some
of the authors can be roughly groupedonly roughly, because every author has
their own way of putting the matter.
 Those who talked about the suciency of high probability for moral (i.e.,
practical) certainty before probability was understood to be numerical:
Molina, Descartes, Locke.
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 Those who stated that high enough numerical probability is sucient for
practical certainty: Bernoulli, Buon, d'Alembert, Condorcet, von Mises,
Uspensky, Fry, Anderson.
 Those who used the notion that high numerical probability suces for
practical certainty in contexts not involving frequencies: (1) for the St.
Petersburg pardox, Buon; (2) for the gambler's ruin, Ampere.
 Those who stated or suggested specic numerical levels of probability
that might be required for practical certainty: Bernoulli, Fourier, Poisson, Gavarret, Lexis, Galloway, Edgeworth.
 Those who denied that high enough probability is sucient for practical
certainty: Pascal, von Kries, de Finetti, Howson.
 Those who explicitly supported Cournot's contention that equating high
probability with practical certainty is the only way to connect a system
of probabilities with phenomena: Cournot himself, Mansion, Hadamard,
Borel, Chuprov, Frechet, Slutsky, Levy, Haavelmo, Richter, Dantzig,
Freudenthal, Doob, Ville, Stein.
 Those who asserted that equating high probability with practical certainty
is one way to connect a system of probabilities with phenomena but did
not assert that it is the only way: Kolmogorov, Wald, Hempel.
 Those who used Cournot's principle inasmuch as they used signicance
tests or condence intervals but did not otherwise comment (so far as
documented here) on Cournot's principle: Laplace, Neyman.
We can also note milestones:
 Bernoulli was the rst to put the numbers on the principle that suciently
high probability justies moral certainty.
 Condorcet, reacting to Buon and d'Alembert, was the rst to insist that
this principle should not be put inside the probability calculus (what we
now call the mathematical theory of probability).
 Cournot, as I have repeatedly noted, was the rst to say that this principle
is the only way to relate the mathematical theory to phenomena. The word
phenomena reects the inuence of Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure
Reason, which rst appeared in 1781. Whereas Condorcet and Laplace
were still working in a time when probability theory could be considered
mixed mathematics (see Daston [50]), Cournot was beginning to see the
theory as pure mathematics, which had to be deliberately connected with
phenomena.
 Venn and Ellis were the rst to reject Cournot's principle, and Bernoulli's
theorem along with it, in favor of identifying probability with frequency.
This eort to make probability mixed instead of pure mathematics was not
11

followed the 20th century mathematical statisticians who called themselves
frequentists.
 Fisher was arguably the rst to express Cournot's principle using the
notion of typicality.
 Wald, who introduced the notion that tests must be computable, was
therefore the rst to qualify Cournot's principle in a mathematical way.
 Ville was the rst to formulate Cournot's principle in terms of betting.

3.1

Luis de Molina, 15351600

Molina, a Jesuit who taught at universities in Spain in Portugal, was one of
the best known of the late scholastics. He did not measure probability numerically, but he regarded probability as a matter of degree. He insisted that high
probability provided moral certainty, and he used games of chance to provide
examples. This is documented by Sven K. Knebel [100].

3.2

Rene Descartes, 15961650

Towards the end of the French edition of his Principles of Philosophy [59, pp.
482483], published in 1647, Descartes argues that his system, if not mathematically certain, is at least morally certain. He explains moral certainty this
way.
. . . so as to avoid doing harm to the truth by supposing it to be
less certain that it is, I will distinguish here between two kinds of
certainty. This rst is called moralsucient, that is to say, for
governing our behavior, or as great as that of things aecting the
conduct of life that we scarcely ever doubt, even though they could
happen, to speak in an absolute sense, to be false. Those who have
never been to Rome hardly doubt that it is a city in Italy, even
though it could be that everyone they have learned it from had
deceived them. And if someone who wants to decode an encoded
message written in ordinary letters thinks to read each A as a B,
each B as an A, and so on, substituting for each letter the one that
follows it in the alphabet, and if when reading it in this way nds
words that make sense, he will hardly doubt that he has found the
true meaning, even though it could be that the person who wrote it
gave it an entirely dierent meaning by interpreting each letter in
some other way: for it would be so hard for this to happen, especially
when the message has many words, that it is not morally believable.
Descartes spent eight years of his youth in a Jesuit school.
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3.3

Blaise Pascal, 16231662

Pascal did not use the word probability in his mathematical work on games of
chance, but it appears in the nal chapters of the Port Royal Logic [10], which
are sometimes attributed to him. There we see echoes of Pascal's argument
for belief in the Christian God: even the slightest probability for the truth of
his existence must be multiplied by the innite benet of eternal life. Pascal
and his Jansenist friends were erce opponents of the doctrines of the Jesuits,
including, it seems the very notion of moral certainty.

3.4

John Locke, 16321704

Locke published his An Essay Concerning Human Understanding in 1689 [113].
Chapter XV of Book IV, entitled Of probability, includes this passage:
. . . most of the propositions we think, reason, discoursenay, act
upon, are such as we cannot have undoubted knowledge of their
truth: yet some of them border so near upon certainty, that we
make no doubt at all about them; but assent to them as rmly, and
act, according to that assent, as resolutely as if they were infallibly demonstrated, and that our knowledge of them was perfect and
certain.
Locke famously criticized Descartes's doctrine of innate ideas, and he was scornful of the scholastics. But he is not taking issue with them in this particular
passage.
In 1992 [72], the philosopher Richard Foley formulated a thesis of his own:
. . . it is epistemically rational for us to believe a proposition just
in case it is epistemically rational for us to have a suciently high
degree of condence in it, suciently high to make our attitude
towards it one of belief.
Foley found this near enough to Locke's views that he called the Lockean thesis.
The term has been popular in the recent philosophical literature; as of January
11, 2022, it had 678 citations in Google Scholar and 85 in JSTOR.

3.5

Jacob Bernoulli, 16551705

Bernoulli's celebrated book on probability, Ars Conjectandi, was published
posthumously in 1713 [14]. Here are two brief quotations, translated by Edith
Sylla [15]:
 From Chapter I of Part IV: Something is morally certain if its probability comes so close to complete certainty that the dierence cannot be
perceived. . . .
 From Chapter II of Part IV: Because . . . it is rarely possible to obtain
certainty that is complete in every respect, necessity and use ordain that
13

what is only morally certain be taken as absolutely certain. It would be
useful, accordingly, if denite limits for moral certainty were established
by the authority of the magistracy. for instance, it might be determined
whether 99/100 of certainty suces or whether 999/1000 is required. . . .

3.6

Georges-Louis Buon, 17071788

Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buon, was a distinguished naturalist and a
polymath. Like d'Alembert (see 3.8), he saw Cournot's principle as a solution
to the St. Petersburg paradox.
In 1777 [35], Buon argued that the distinction between moral and physical
certainty was one of degree. An event with probability 9999/10000 is morally
certain; an event with much greater probability, such as the rising of the sun, is
physically certain [114].
In 1774, Laplace began his work on probability with a remarkable article
introducing what was later called inverse probability or the Bayesian method.
When he saw the article, Buon wrote to Laplace urging him to use Cournot's
principle. Dated 21 April 1774, the letter was preserved by Laplace's family
long enough to be printed in 1879 by the Academy of Sciences [36]. Most of the
letter is reproduced here:
Sir, I received and read with great pleasure your learned Memoir on
the probability of causes from events, and though I lack the talent,
which you have so kindly attributed to me, to know how to go from
events back to causes, at least not by paths as reliable as yours, I
felt the beauty of your work and I can only encourage you, Sir, to
continue your research of this kind, which requires more delicacy
and pureness of mind than any other part of mathematics. I found
your your ideas to be in agreement with mine up until you spoke
of the game of heads and tails: the material dierence of the coin
should indeed have a long-term inuence on the number of events
for and against, but this is not the true cause that makes a theoretically innite probability nevertheless become nite in practice and
makes it the case that you will go bankrupt if you give only six or
seven ecus of half-ecus every time you play that game, instead of the
innitely many ecus or half-ecus. Many mathematicians, including
Mr. Fontaine, have tried and failed to solve this problem, for lack of
a metaphysical and moral principle that joins here with the mathematical calculation; this principle is that whenever a probability is
greater than 1/1000, it is relatively to us perfectly equal to zero.
As contradictory as this proposition seems in its formulation, I can
just the same prove it to you beyond any doubt [check original]; but
we will talk about this matter when I have the pleasure to see you
again.
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3.7

David Hume, 17111776

Hume's skepticism and his concept of probability did not leave much room for
Cournot's principle. Here is a passage in the section entitled Of the probability of causes (Book I, Part III, XII) in A Treatise of Human Nature, which
appeared in 17391740 [95], that illustrates this point.
. . . there is no probability so great as not to allow of a contrary
possibility: because otherwise it would cease to be a probability,
and would become a certainty. That probability of causes, which
is most extensive . . . depends on a contrariety of experiments . . . An
experiment in the past proves at least a possibility for the future.
The skepticism is not expressed in this way in Hume's more mature An
Enquiry into Human Understanding, which appeared in 1748 [96]. There, in
VI, Of probability, we nd his famous declaration that chance does not exist:
Though there be no such thing as Chance in the world; our ignorance of the real cause of any event has the same inuence on the
understanding, and begets a like species of belief or opinion.
He concedes that probability begets belief but will not concede that any of the
received systems of philosophy" can justify moral or practical certainty.

3.8

Jean Le Rond d'Alembert, 17171783

In 1761 [49, p. 8], when he was a leading French intellectual and the unquestioned
leader of mathematics in Paris, d'Alembert gave this account of how Cournot's
principle provides a solution of the St. Petersburg paradox.
. . . when the probability of an event is very small, it should be considered and treated as zero, and we should not multiply (as has been
recommended until now) this probability by the gain hoped for in order to nd the stake or expectation. For example, if Peter bets with
James on 100 tosses of a coin, agreeing that James will give him 2100
ecus if he get heads on the 100th toss and not before, we nd by the
usual rule that Peter should give one ecu to James before the tosses.
I say that Peter should not give that ecu, because he will certainly
lose it. There will certainly be a head before the 100th toss, even
though it does not happen necessarily.

3.9

Nicolas de Condorcet, 17431794

In his famous and lengthy eulogy of Buon, delivered to the Academy of Sciences
and published in 1790, we nd the following passage [42, pp. 3637]:
Mr. de Buon proposed that we assign a precise value to the very
large probability that we can consider moral certainty, and beyond
this to ignore the small possibility of a contrary event. This principle
15

is true when we only want to make ordinary use of a calculation; and
in this sense all men have adopted it in practice and all philosophers
have followed it in their reasoning. But it ceases to be correct if we
introduce it into the calculus itself, and especially if we want to use
to establish theories, to explain paradoxes, and to prove or refute
general rules. Besides, this probability, which may be called moral
certainty, must be greater or smaller according to the nature of the
objects considered and the principles that should guide our conduct;
and it would have been necessary to x the degree of probability at
which it begins to be reasonable to believe and allowed to act for
each type of truth and action.
This passage seems remarkably original. It is the rst source I have seen
for two important points: Cournot's principle is outside the probability calculus, and the degree of probability needed depends on the nature of the objects
considered.

3.10

Pierre Simon Laplace, 17491827

In this paragraph, from the introduction to his Essai philosophique sur les probabilites,4 Laplace combines a statement of Cournot's principle with a likelihood
principle:
When a simple event or an event composed of many simple
events, such a round of a game, has been repeated a large number of times, the possibilities of the simple events make what one
has observed most likely are those that the observation indicates
with the greatest likelihood: as the observed event is repeated, that
likelihood increases, nally become indistinguishable from certainty
as the number of repetitions becomes innite.

3.11

Joseph Fourier, 17681830

The renowned mathematician Joseph Fourier may be the rst to have xed a
level of probability that one can equate with certainty. The level was very high;
he allowed a probability of error of only one in 20,000.
In the last decade of his life, in the 1820s, Fourier held a post in the census
bureau of the Paris region. In the bureau's report for 1826, he included a
manual for using the probability calculus to interpret census results. He used
Laplace's normal approximation to the probability distribution of the average
A of independent measurements y1 , . . . , ym of an unknown quantity H . Instead
4 The paragraph appears on pp. 81 of Bernard Bru's 1886 reprinting of Laplace's fth
edition, which rst appeared in 1825. The following translation is mine. There are several
English translations of the entire Essai ; the paragraph appears on p. 36 of Andrew Dale's
translation [106].
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of A's standard deviation, he used
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which diers from A's standard deviation by the factor 2. He explained that
an interval extending 2.86783g above and below the average (about 4 standard
deviations) would provide an interval certain to contain H . Here is how he
explained the calculation [74, pp. xxixxii]:
To complete this discussion, we must nd the probability that H,
the quantity sought, is between proposed limits A + D and A + D.
Here A is the average result we have found, H is the xed value that
an innite number of observations would give, and D is a proposed
quantity that we add to or subtract from the value A. The following
table gives the probability P of a positive or negative error greater
than D; this quantity D is the product of g and a proposed factor ∂ .

∂
0.47708
1.38591
1.98495
2.46130
2.86783

P
1
2
1
20
1
200
1
2000
1
20000

Each number in the P column tells the probability that the exact
value H, the object of the research, is between A + g∂ and A − g∂ .
Here A is the average result of a large number m of particular values
a, b, c, d, . . . , n, ∂ is a given factor, g is the square root of the quotient
found by dividing by m twice the dierence between the average
of the squares a2 , b2 , c2 , d2 , . . . , n2 and the square A2 of the average
result. We see from the table that the probability of an error greater
than the product of g and 0.47708, i.e. greater than about half of g ,
is 21 . It is a 5050 or 1 out of 2 bet that the error committed will not
exceed the product of g and 0.47708, and we can bet just as much
that the error will exceed this product.
The probability of an error greater than the product of g and
1
1.38591 is much less; it is only 20
. It is a 19 out of 20 bet that the
error of the average result will not exceed this second product.
The probability of an even greater error becomes extremely small
1
as the factor ∂ increases. It is only 200
when ∂ approaches 2. The
1
probability then falls below 2000 . Finally one can bet much more
than twenty thousand to one that the error of the average result will
be less than triple the value found for g . So in the example cited in
Article VI, where the average result was 6, we can consider it certain
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that the value 6 is not wrong by a quantity three times the fraction
0.082 that the rule gave for the value of g .
The quantity sought, H , is therefore between 6 − 0.246 and 6 +
0.246.

3.12

Andre-Marie Ampere, 17751836

Whereas Bernoulli, d'Alembert, and Buon had proposed selecting some number less than one that would suce for moral certainty, Ampere realized that
he could develop a theory of gambler's ruin with a more demanding concept of
moral certainty. In his 1802 book Considerations sur la theorie mathematique
du jeu [4], he dened this concept on p. 3:
If we represent absolute certainty, the certainty resulting from mathematical demonstration for example, by unity, as is usually done,
then we can consider moral certainty to be any variable fraction
that never becomes equal to unity but can get close enough to it as
to exceed any particular fraction.
To illustrate his concept of moral certainty, Ampere imagined a man who
throws two balanced dice indenitely many times, for his whole life and beyond
if need be, until he gets two sixes. His success is morally certain. The probability
of success on each throw is only 1/36, but the probability of eventual success is

35 1
1
+
+
36 36 36



35
36

2

n
∞ 
X
1
1
35
+ ··· =
,
36
36
36
n=0

(5)

which is equal to one or, as Ampere preferred to say, as close to one as you
want.
Ampere similarly imagined a person who starts with a nite fortune and
continually bets, each time making a fair bet of one unit at even odds. He may
bankrupt many opponents along the way, but there is always another, and so
in eect he is betting against an opponent with an innite fortune. Summing
a series, as in (5), Ampere found that the player's own bankruptcy is morally
certain.
Here is an English translation of Ampere's explanation:
1. . . . leaving aside moral considerations that make the value of money depend on the players' circumstances, there cannot be any disadvantage in
playing at equal odds against a player who is equally rich, because the
one cannot lose anything the other does not gain, and everything is equal
between them;
2. the same is true between two players with unequal fortunes provided they
agree to play only a number of rounds small enough that neither can lose
everything he has;
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3. it is not the same when the number of rounds of play is indenite: the
possibility of staying in the game longer gives the richer of the two an
advantage, which increases with the dierence between their fortunes;
4. this advantage becomes innite if one of the fortunes can be innite, then
the less rich player will be sure to be bankrupt, and it is for this reason that
a player heads to a certain ruin when he plays indierently with everyone
he encounters in society: in the theory we must in eect treat all these
opponents as a single opponent with an innite fortune.

3.13

Simeon Denis Poisson, 17811840

3.14

Thomas Galloway, 17961851

Fourier's suggestion that we can consider it certain that the error will not exceed
3g was widely repeated in the 19th century. We see it, for example, in Thomas
Galloway's Treatise on Probability [85, p. 144]. This treatise, published as a
book in 1839, rst appeared as the article on probability in the 7th edition of the
Encyclopedia Britannica. Karl Pearson cited it in the book on the philosophy
of science that he published in 1892 [134, pp. 177, 180].

3.15

Antoine Augustin Cournot, 18011877

Saying that an event of very small or vanishingly small probability will not
happen is one thing. Cournot, as I have repeatedly mentioned, said more. He
seems to have been the rst to say that this is the only way for probability to
gain empirical meaning. He said this in his 1843 book, Exposition de la theorie
des chances et des probabilites [43, 43]:
. . . The physically impossible event is therefore the one that has innitely small probability, and only this remark gives substance
objective and phenomenal valueto the theory of mathematical
probability.
The phrase objective and phenomenal refers to Kant's distinction between the
noumenon, or thing-in-itself, and the phenomenon, or object of experience [51].
As examples of physically impossible events, Cournot mentioned a cone balancing on its point, the frequency of heads in a long sequence of ips of a fair
coin diering too much from one-half, and a loose tile happening to fall on his
head from a roof as he walked along a French street. One might suppose that an
innitely small probability is exactly zero, but Cournot and his contemporaries
interpreted the idea more broadly. He explained this explicitly in 1875 ([44],
IV.4):
In practice, moreover, and in the world of realities, what geometers call an innitely small probability is and can only be an exceedingly small probability. The tip of this very sharp needle is not a
mathematical point like the apex of the cone in question. Viewed
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through a magnifying glass, it becomes a blunt tip. With whatever
care we polish the plane of steel or agate on which we try to balance
it, very delicate experiments will show roughness and streaks. It
follows that the probability of success in putting the needle in equilibrium is no longer innitely small, that it is only excessively small,
as would be the probability of rolling an ace a hundred times with an
unloaded die, which is enough for us to judge, with no fear of being
refuted by experience, that the equilibrium is physically impossible.
The same remarks apply to the market value of commercial
chances. . . .
The concluding section of Cournot's 1843 book summarized its ideas as follows:
Let us summarize in a few words the main points that we have
undertaken to establish in this essay.
1. The idea of chance is the idea of the concurrence of independent causes to produce a given event. The combinations of dierent
independent causes that all give rise to the same event is what should
be meant by the chances of that event.
2. When only one out of an innity of chances can produce
the event, that event is called physically impossible. The notion of
physical impossibility is neither a mental ction nor an idea that
has value only relative to the imperfect state of our knowledge. It
must gure as an essential element in the explanation of natural
phenomena, whose laws do not depend on the knowledge that people
might have about them.
3. When we consider a large number of trials of the same event,
the ratio of the number of cases where the event happens to the total
number trials becomes practically equal to the ratio of the number of
chances favorable to the event to the total number of chances, or to
what we call the mathematical probability of the event. If we could
repeat the trial an innite number of times, it would be physically
impossible that the two ratios would dier by a nite amount. In this
sense, the mathematical probability can be considered a measure of
the possibility of the event, or of the facility with which it happens.
By the same token, the mathematical probability expresses a ratio
that stands outside the mind that conceives of it, a law to which
phenomena are subject, whose existence does not depend on the
expansion or narrowing of the our knowledge about their happening.
4. If, with our imperfect knowledge, we have no reason to suppose that one combination happens more often than another, even
though in reality these combinations are events that can have unequal mathematical probabilities or possibilities, and if we understand the probability of an event to be the ratio of the number of
combinations favorable to the event to the total number of combinations that we put in the same group, this probability can still serve,
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when there is nothing better, to x the terms of a bet or any other
risky exchange, but it will no longer express a real and objective relation between things. It will take on a purely subjective character
and will be liable to vary from one individual to another depending
on their knowledge. Nothing is more important than to carefully
distinguish between these two meanings of the term probability, one
an objective meaning, the other a subjective meaning, if we want to
avoid confusion and error, whether in the exposition of the theory
or in the applications we make of it.
5. In general, for natural events, whether physical or social,
objective mathematical probability, conceived of as measuring the
possibility of events arising from the concurrence of independent
causes, can only be determined by experience. If the number of
trials of the same chance increases to innity, the probability will be
determined exactly, with a certainty comparable to that for an event
whose contrary is physically impossible. When the number of trials
is merely very large, the probability is given only approximately, but
we are still entitled to consider it very unlikely that the real value
diers notably from the value derived from observations. In other
words, we will very rarely err signicantly in taking the observed
value to be the real value.
6. When the number of trials is not very great, the usual formulas
for evaluating probabilities a posteriori become illusory. They no
longer give us anything but subjective probabilities, appropriate for
determining the terms of a bet but without use with respect to the
determination of natural phenomena.
7. Nevertheless, we should not conclude from the preceding remark that the number of trials should always be very large in order
to give the real values of the probability of an event with sucient
precision and sucient condence. We should conclude merely that
the condence will not be equivalent to a probability in the objective
sense. We cannot evaluate the chance we have of erring when we say
that the real value falls between certain limits. In other words, we
cannot determine the ratio of the number of mistaken judgements
to the total number of judgements made in similar circumstances.
8. Independently of mathematical probability, in the two senses
considered above, there are probabilities that are not reducible to the
enumeration of chances but motivate a host of our judgements, and
even the most important ones. These probabilities pertain mainly to
our idea of the simplicity of nature's laws, of the order and rational
sequence of phenomena, and for this reason we can call them philosophical probabilities. All reasonable people have a confused sense
of these probabilities. When it becomes distinct or concerns delicate
subjects, it belongs only to cultivated intelligences or can even constitute a mark of genius. It forms the basis of a system of critical
philosophy, glimpsed in the most ancient schools, that represses or
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conciliates skepticism and dogmatism, but which we must not, for
fear of strange aberrations, bring into the domain of mathematical
probability.
An English translation of the book by Oscar Sheynin is available at www.
probabilityandfinance.com. A German translation appeared in 1849 and
a Russian translation in 1970.
Cournot further developed his understanding of probability and his broader
philosophy of science in a series of later books, written during a career as a
university professor and administrator. This work, like his work in economics,
became better known after his death. It was inuential during the early 20th
century among French philosophers. His collected works, edited by a team of
French philosophers and mathematicians, appeared in fteen volumes beginning
in 1973 [45]. Thierry Martin published an extensive bibliography of work by
and about Cournot in 2005 [121]. There are no recent appraisals of his work in
English, but relatively recent appraisals in French include those by Martin [117]
and Bertrand Saint-Sernin [142]. See also [118, 120, 156, 31, 8, 9].

3.16

Augustus De Morgan, 18061871

From page 396 of De Morgan's entry Theory of Probabilities, on pages 393490
of Volume II of Encylopædia Metropolitana, Grin, London, 1849

Mathematical certainty (a thing perhaps impossible in the strictest
sense) is the terminus or limit towards which our impressions approach as our knowledge becomes greater and greater, and is never
attained as long as any doubt whatsoever remains. Practical certainty is that high degree of probability on which the mind acts at
once, without thinking the counter-probabilities suciently large to
be taken into account; and it depends upon the character of the
individual.

3.17

Jules Gavarret, 18091890

In his book on medical statistics [86], he adopts Poisson's standard of 2g .

3.18

William Fishburn Donkin, 18141869

Donkin was a British mathematician and astronomer. Here his 1851 paper
on probability, [61], serves as an example where high subjective probability is
equated with practical certainty.
On the rst page of his article (p. 353), Donkin writes,
It will, I suppose, be generally admitted, and has often been more
or less explicitly stated, that the subject-matter of calculation in the
mathematical theory of probabilities is quantity of belief. A certain
number of hypotheses are presented to the mind, along with a certain
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quantity of information relating to them: In what way ought belief
be distributed among them?
A few pages later, Donkin discusses the problem of deciding whether a very
regular arrangement of objects, say balls in a circle on a table, could have been
by purpose or by accident. He calculates a probability for it being by purpose
that involves unspecied constants but must be close to 1. His conclusion, on
p. 360:
Thus the mathematical investigation leads, equally with common
sense, to a moral certainty that the arrangement was designed.

3.19

Robert Leslie Ellis, 18171859

Ellis was an accomplished mathematician, but he identied probability with
frequency to the extent that he could make no sense of Bernoulli's theorem. He
expressed this viewpoint eloquently in short paper that he read to the Cambridge
Philosophical Society in 1842 [66, pp. 12]:
. . . If the probability of a given event be correctly determined, the
event will on a long run of trials, tend to recur with frequency proportional to this probability.
This is generally proved mathematically. It seems to me to be
true a priori.
When on a single trial we expect one event rather than another,
we necessarily believe that on a series of similar trials the former
event will occur more frequently than the latter. The connection
between these two things seems to me to be an ultimate fact, or
rather, for I would not be understood to deny the possibility of
further analysisto be a fact, the evidence of which must rest upon
an appeal to consciousness. Let any one endeavour to frame a case
in which he may expect one event on a single trial, and yet believe
that on a series of trials another will occur more frequently; or a
case in which he may be able to divest himself of the belief that the
expected event will occur more frequently than any other.
For myself, after giving a painful degree of attention to the point,
I have been unable to sever the judgment that one event is more likely
to happen than another, or that it is to be expected in preference to
it, from the belief that on the long run it will occur more frequently.
Chuprov cited Ellis as being the rst to notice that Bernoulli's theorem
conicts with the identication of probability with frequency.

3.20

John Venn, 18341923

Twenty years after Ellis expressed his reservations about Bernoulli's theorem,
they were echoed by John Venn, another Cambridge scholar who argued that
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probability should be identied directly with probability. In the rst edition of
Venn's The Logic of Chance, which appeared in 1866, we nd this passage [159,
pp. 3536]:
The reader who is familiar with Probability is of course acquainted with the celebrated theorem of Bernoulli. This theorem,
of which the examples just adduced are merely particular cases, is
generally expressed somewhat as follows :that in the long run all
events will tend to occur with a frequency proportional to their objective probabilities. With the mathematical proof of this theorem
I have nothing to do here; nor, if there is any value in the foregoing
criticism, need we trouble ourselves about it, for in that case the basis on which the mathematics rest is faulty, owing to the fact of there
really being nothing which we can call the objective probability.
This theorem of Bernoulli seems to me one of the last remaining
relics of Realism, which after being banished elsewhere still manages
to linger in the remote province of Probability. It is an illustration
of the inveterate tendency to objectify our conceptions even in cases
where the conceptions had no right to exist at all. A uniformity is
observed ; sometimes, as in games of chance, it is found to be so
connected with the physical constitution of the bodies employed as
to be capable of being inferred beforehand, though even here the
connection is by no means so necessary as is commonly supposed;
this constitution is then converted into an "objective probability,"
supposed to develop somehow into the sequence which exhibits the
uniformity. Finally, this very questionable objective probability is
assumed to exist, with the same faculty of development, in all the
cases in which uniformity is observed, however little resemblance
there may be between these and games of chance.
The same passage appears, substantially unchanged, on pp. 9192 of the book's
third edition, which appeared in 1888.
The disinterest in Bernoulli's theorem and the other limit theorems of mathematical probability that we see in the writing of Ellis and Venn was a more
enduring aspect of thought about probability at Cambridge than their equation
of probability with frequency. We nd it in later scholars whose interpretations of probability were quite diverse: William Ernest Johnson, John Maynard
Keynes, Frank Ramsey, and Harold Jereys [3]

3.21

Wilhelm Lexis, 18371914

Wilhelm Lexis followed Fourier with 3g in his Einleitung in die Theorie der
Bev
olkerungsstatistik [112, pp. 98, 100, 106, 144]. For Lexis, it was practically
certain (praktisch die Gewissheit or fast mit Gewissheit, etc.) that an error is
less than this quantity.
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3.22

Ludwig Boltzmann, 18441906

In the second half of the nineteenth century, the principle that an event with
a vanishingly small probability will not happen took on a real role in physics,
most saliently in Ludwig Boltzmann's statistical understanding of the second
law of thermodynamics. As Boltzmann explained in the 1870s, dissipative
processes are irreversible because the probability of a state with entropy far
from the maximum is vanishingly small (von Plato 1994[166], p. 80; Seneta
1997[97, 143]). Also notable was Henri Poincare's use of the principle in the
three-body problem[135, 166]. Poincare's recurrence theorem, published in
1890[135], says that an isolated mechanical system conned to a bounded region of its phase space will eventually return arbitrarily close to its initial state,
provided only that this initial state is not exceptional. Within any region of
nite volume, the states for which the recurrence does not hold are exceptional
inasmuch as they are contained in subregions whose total volume is arbitrarily
small.
This comment by Boltzmann, in 1898 [17, 40, p. 120], is notable:
Of course, it should be remembered that these are just laws of
probability. The possibility of deviation from the same is practically out of the question; but their probability in case the number of
molecules is nite, though unimaginably small, is not zero; indeed,
it can even be numerically calculated according to the laws of probability in every given case, and disappears only for the limiting case
of an innite number of molecules.

3.23

Paul Mansion, 18441919

On December 16, 1903, the Belgian mathematician Paul Mansion delivered a 60page discourse, in French, on the objective signicance of the probability calculus
to the Royal Academy of Belgium [115]. In the conclusion of the discourse, we
nd this passage:
The fundamental principle is this: Between two contrary propositions, one little probable, the other very probable, the human mind
chooses the second, freely, but almost irresistibly, and declares it
practically certain.
From this we deduce the logical legitimacy of the law of large
numbers and the principle of the accumulation of independent probabilities.
The law of large numbers applies rst to the question of the
gambler's ruin and its consequences, then to statistics whenever it
encounters nearly constant ratios in the numbers it collects.
The principle of the accumulation of independent probabilities
is practically, if not metaphysically, the source of our certainties in
the natural and historical sciences, which in the last analysis rely on
testimony, every time we are not personally inventor or witness.
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Surely we can classify Mansion as a supporter of Cournot's principle. Yet perhaps he diers from Hume, whom I have classied as an opponent, only in tone.
Hume emphasized the lack of justication of our mind's irresistible equation of
high probability with practical certainty. Mansion does not refute the claim
that it is unjustied, but he applauds it.
Laurent Mazliak has reviewed Mansion's career and his role in the history
of Belgian mathematics [126]. Mansion was a devout Roman Catholic. One
feature of his thought that is interesting for our investigation is his appreciation
of the relationship of the role of the Jesuits in the development of probability
and his corresponding low opinion of Pascal. He concludes his discourse by
equating Laplace's superior intelligence, for whom nothing is uncertain and the
future as well as the past is present to the eye, with God.

3.24

Francis Edgeworth, 18451926

Translating Lexis's account into his somewhat idiosyncratic English, Francis Edgeworth called an observed dierence signicant of a real dierence, as opposed to accidental, when it diers from zero by more than 3g
cite[137]Edgeworth:1911.
Edgeworth apparently rst used signicant in this way in the paper he read
at the jubilee meeting of the Statistical Society of London in 1885 [65]. The
president of the session reported that when pressed by the Italian statistician
Luigi Perozzo on whether his paper contained anything new, Edgeworth had said
that he did not know that he had oered any new remarks, but perhaps they
would be new to some readers. He had borrowed a great deal from Professor
Lexis.

3.25

Emanuel Czuber, 18511925

Czuber's textbooks on probability, error theory, and mathematical statistics
were very inuential among German literature at the beginning of the 20th
century. He was one of the rst authors to explicitly criticize the concept of
practical certainty. In his 1903 textbook, he singled out Bernoulli, d'Alembert,
Buon, and De Morgan as advocates of the concept and declared them all wrong;
the concept, he wrote, violates the fundamental insight that an event of ever
so small a probability can still happen [48, pp. 1315]. See also Meinong 1915
[127, p. 591].
Here is a paragraph from pp. 1415 of Czuber's 1903 book, which also appears on pp. 1617 of the 1908 rst volume of the second edition.
The relationship between the various degrees probability can attain and absolute necessity or certainty has not always been correctly
assessed. Jacob Bernoulli denes probability as degree of certainty,
assigning an event of probability 3/5 the corresponding fraction of
certainty. The same view was taken by the rst German philosopher
who reviewed the principles of probability, J. J. Fries. There is also a
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similar sounding passage in Laplace; to the remark that probability
turns into certainty and is represented by unity when all cases are
favorable to the event, he adjoins the comment that certainty and
probability are comparable from this point of view. But by further
adding that there is an essential dierence between the two states of
the mind, the one where a truth has been proven to him rigorously,
and the one where he still perceives a small opening for error, he
allows us to see the correct position, the position that Condorcet
had already taken before him and that the new philosophy adopts:
probability and certainty (or necessity) are things of essentially different natures, and there is no bridge that could be built from one
to the other. Proper logical worth is thereby assigned to the multitude of attempts that have been made to produce links or transitions
from probability to certainty on one side and impossibility on the
other. Thus Jacob Bernoulli already distinguishes between absolute
and moral certainty and impossibility, understanding by the latter
very high or very low degrees of probability. Later, in D'Alembert,
Buon, De Morgan, under the names practical certainty, physical
impossibility, etc., we nd similar conceptions that conict with the
fundamental knowledge that an event with probability ever so close
to unity does not have to happen and that an event with ever so
small a probability can happen.

3.26

Johannes von Kries, 18531928

One of the most inuential of the German philosophers who discussed probability in the late nineteenth century was Johannes von Kries, whose Principien der
Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung rst appeared in 1886. Von Kries rejected what
he called the orthodox philosophy of Laplace and the mathematicians who followed him. As von Kries's saw it, these mathematicians began with a subjective
concept of probability but then claimed to establish the existence of objective
probabilities by means of a so-called law of large numbers, which they erroneously derived by combining Bernoulli's theorem with the belief that small
probabilities can be neglected. Having both subjective and objective probabilities at their disposal, these mathematicians then used Bayes's theorem to reason
about objective probabilities for almost any question where many observations
are available. All this, von Kries believed, was nonsense. The notion that an
event with very small probability is impossible was, in von Kries's eyes, simply
d'Alembert's mistake.
Von Kries believed that objective probabilities sometimes exist, but only
under conditions where equally likely cases can legitimately be identied. Two
conditions, he thought, are needed:
 Each case is produced by equally many of the possible arrangements of the
circumstances, and this remains true when we look back in time to earlier
circumstances that led to the current ones. In this sense, the relative sizes
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of the cases are natural.
 Nothing besides these circumstances aects our expectation about the
cases. In this sense, the Spielr
aume5 are insensitive.
Von Kries's principle of the Spielr
aume was that objective probabilities can
be calculated from equally likely cases when these conditions are satised. He
considered this principle analogous to Kant's principle that everything that
exists has a cause. Kant thought that we cannot reason at all without the
principle of cause and eect. Von Kries thought that we cannot reason about
objective probabilities without the principle of the Spielr
aume.
Even when an event has an objective probability, von Kries saw no legitimacy
in the law of large numbers. Bernoulli's theorem is valid, he thought, but it tells
us only that a large deviation of an event's frequency from its probability is just
as unlikely as some other unlikely event, say a long run of successes. What will
actually happen is another matter. This disagreement between Cournot and
von Kries can be seen as a quibble about words. Do we say that an event will
not happen (Cournot), or do we say merely that it is as unlikely as some other
event we do not expect to happen (von Kries)? Either way, we proceed as if it
will not happen. But the quibbling has its reasons. Cournot wanted to make
a denite prediction, because this provides a bridge from probability theory to
the world of phenomenathe real world, as those who have not studied Kant
would say. Von Kries thought he had a dierent way of connecting probability
theory with phenomena.
Von Kries's critique of moral certainty and the law of large numbers was
widely accepted in Germany. For further discussion of his ideas and their inuence, see [98] and the special issue on von Kries published by the Journal for
General Philosophy of Science in 2016, especially [169].
Von Kries's principle of the Spielr
aume did not endure, for no one knew
how to use it. But his project of providing a Kantian justication for the
uniform distribution of probabilities remained alive in German philosophy in the
rst decades of the twentieth century (Meinong 1915 [127]; Reichenbach 1916
[139]). John Maynard Keynes (1921)[99] brought it into the English literature.
When asked about the philosophical basis of the classical probability calculus,
many philosophers and mathematicians today will think about arguments for a
uniform distribution of probabilities before they think about Cournot's principle.

3.27

Andrei Markov, 18561922

Markov, Chuprov's neighbor in Petersburg, learned about the growing eld of
mathematical statistics from Chuprov [132], and we see an echo of Cournot's
principle in Markov's textbook. We nd the following statement in Markov's
5 In German, Spiel means game or play, and Raum (plural R
aume) means room or
space. In most contexts, Spielraum can be translated as leeway or room for maneuver.
For von Kries, the Spielraum for each case was the set of all arrangements of the circumstances
that produce it.
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textbook, which appeared in Russian in 1900. (The passage is on p. 12 of the
German edition, which appeared in 1912 [116], p. 12.)
The closer the probability of an event is to one, the more reason
we have to expect the event to happen and not to expect its opposite
to happen.
In practical questions, we are forced to regard as certain events
whose probability comes more or less close to one, and to regard as
impossible events whose probability is small.
Consequently, one of the most important tasks of probability
theory is to identify those events whose probabilities come close to
one or zero.

3.28

Karl Pearson, 18571936

Karl Pearson, in Mathematical Contributions to the Theory of Evolution.III.
Regression, Heredity, and Panmixia. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London, 1895, series A, vol. 186, pp. 252318. With respect to
Galton's Special data on heights:
...Thus dierence in height is nine times, and the dierence in correlation more than six times the corresponding probable error. It is
absolutely necessary therefore to conclude that the Essex contribution diers signicantly from the remainder of the data.

3.29

Guido Castelnuovo, 18651952

Other authors, including Chuprov, enunciated Cournot's principle in its weak
form, and this can lead in a dierent direction. The weak principle combines
with Bernoulli's theorem to produce the conclusion that an event's probability
will usually be approximated by its frequency in a suciently long sequence of
independent trials, a general principle that has the weak principle as a special
case.
This was pointed out by Castelnuovo in his 1919 textbook [39, p. 108].
Castelnuovo called the general principle the empirical law of chance (la legge
empirica del caso):
In a series of trials repeated a large number of times under identical conditions, each of the possible events happens with a (relative)
frequency that gradually equals its probability. The approximation
usually improves with the number of trials. [39, p. 3]
Although the special case where the probability is close to one is sucient to
imply the general principle, Castelnuovo preferred to begin his introduction to
the meaning of probability by enunciating the general principle, and so he can
be considered a frequentist. His approach was inuential at the time. Maurice
Frechet and Maurice Halbwachs adopted it in their textbook in 1924 [80]. It
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brought Frechet to the same understanding of objective probability as Levy:
it is a physical constant that is measured by relative frequency [75, p. 5]; [77,
pp. 4546].
The weak point of Castelnuovo and Frechet's position lies in the modesty of
their conclusion: they conclude only that an event's probability is usually approximated by its frequency. When we estimate a probability from an observed
frequency, we are taking a further step: we are assuming that what usually happens has happened in the particular case. This step requires the strong form of
Cournot's principle. According to Kolmogorov (1956),p. 240 of the 1965 English
edition), it is a reasonable step only if we have some reason for assuming that
the position of the particular case among other potential ones is a regular one,
that is, that it has no special features.

3.30

Jacques Hadamard, 18651963

Hadamard, the preeminent analyst who did pathbreaking work on Markov
chains in the 1920s (Bru 2003a)[33], made the point in a dierent way. Probability theory, he said, is based on two basic notions: the notion of perfectly equivalent (equally likely) events and the notion of a very unlikely event (Hadamard
1922, p. 289)[90]. Perfect equivalence is a mathematical assumption, which cannot be veried. In practice, equivalence is not perfectone of the grains in a
cup of sand may be more likely than another to hit the ground rst when they
are thrown out of the cup. But this need not prevent us from applying the
principle of the very unlikely event. Even if the grains are not exactly the same,
the probability of any particular one hitting the ground rst is negligibly small.
Hadamard cited Poincare's work on the three-body problem in this connection,
because Poincare's conclusion is insensitive to how one denes the probabilities
for the initial state. Hadamard was the teacher of both Frechet and Levy.

3.31


Emile
Borel, 18711956

Although he never attributed it to Cournot, Borel stated the principle many
times, often in a style more literary than mathematical or philosophical [19, 20,
22, 23]. According to Borel, a result of the probability calculus deserves to be
called objective when its probability becomes so great as to be practically the
same as certainty. He believed that what is negligible depends on the context;
in 1939, we wrote that a probability of 10−6 , he decided, is negligible at the
human scale, a probability of 10−15 at the terrestrial scale, and a probability of
10−50 at the cosmic scale [24, pp. 67].
Borel, sharpened his statement of the principle in the 1940s. In earlier
years, he wrote frequently about the practical meaning of probabilities very
close to zero or one, but it is hard to discern in these writings the philosophical
principle, which we do nd in Hadamard and Levy, that interpreting a very small
probability as impossibility is the only way of bringing probability theory into
contact with the real world. But in the 1940s, we nd the principle articulated
very clearly. In his 1941 book, Le jeu, la chance et les theories scientiques
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modernes [25], he calls it the fundamental law of chance (la loi fondamentale du
hasard). Then, in 1943, on the rst page of the text of his Que sais-je? volume,
Les probabilites et la vie [26], he nally coined the name he used thereafter: the
only law of chance (la loi unique du hasard). This name appears again in
 ements de la theorie
the 1948 edition of Le Hasard and the 1950 edition of El
des probabilites (see also Borel 1950[28]). It was also popularized by Robert
Fortet, in his essay in Francois Le Lionnais's Les grands courants de la pensee
mathematique [107], rst published in 1948[73, 107].

3.32

George Udny Yule, 18711951

Page 262263 of the rst edition of Yule's statistics textbook, published in 1911
[168]:
We may now turn from these verications of the theoretical results for various special cases, to the use of the formulae for checking
and controlling the interpretation of statistical results. If we observe,
in a statistical sample, a certain proportion of objects or individuals
possessing some given charactersay A'sthis proportion diering
more or less from the proportion which for some reason we expected,
the question always arises whether the dierence may be due to the
uctuations of simple sampling only, or may be indicative of denite
dierences between the conditions in the universe from which the
sample has been drawn and the assumed conditions on which we
based our expectation. Similarly, if we observe a dierent proportion in one sample from that which we have observed in another, the
question again arises whether this dierence may be due to uctuations of simple sampling alone, or whether it indicates a dierence
between the conditions subsisting in the universes from which the
two samples were drawn: in the latter case the dierence is often
said to be signicant. These questions can be answered, though
only more or less roughly at present, by comparing the observed difference with the standard-deviation of simple sampling. We know
roughly that the great bulk at least of the uctuations of sampling
lie within a range of ± three times the standard-deviation; and if an
observed dierence from a theoretical result greatly exceeds these
limits it cannot be ascribed to a uctuation of simple sampling
as dened in 8: it may therefore be signicant. The standarddeviation of simple sampling being the basis of all such work, it is
convenient to refer to it by a shorter name. The observed proportions of A's in given samples being regarded as diering by larger or
smaller errors from the true proportion in a very large sample from
the same material, the standard-deviation of simple sampling may
be regarded as a measure of the magnitude of such errors, and may
be called accordingly the standard error.
Page 263 of Yule 1911: The deviation observed is 5.1 times the standard
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error, and, practically speaking, could not occur as a uctuation of simple sampling.
Page 265: If the observed dierence is less than some three times ϵ12 it may
have arisen as a uctuation of simple sampling only. [Here ϵ12 is the standard
error of the dierence between two proportions.]
Page 266: As this dierence is only slightly in excess of the standard error
of the dierence, for samples of 34 observations drawn from identical material,
no denite signicance could be attached to itif it stood alone.

3.33

Aleksandr Chuprov, 18741926

Chuprov, who became professor of statistics in Petersburg in 1910, was the
champion of Cournot's principle in Russia. Like the Scandinavians, Chuprov
wanted to bridge the gap between the British statisticians and the continental
mathematicians [150]. With some justice, he considered Cournot the founder of
the philosophy of modern statistics [150, p. 86]. He put Cournot's principle
which he called Cournot's lemmaat the heart of this project; in a philosophical book he published in 1910 [41], he called it a basic principle of the logic of
the probable. See [150, pp. 9596].
Kolmogorov included Levy's book and Slutsky's article in his bibliography,
but not Chuprov's book. An opponent of the Bolsheviks, Chuprov was abroad
when they seized power, and he never returned home. He remained active in
Sweden and Germany, but his health soon failed, and he died in 1926, at the
age of 52.

3.34

Maurice Frechet, 18781973

Cournot's principle has many variations. Like probability, moral certainty can
be subjective or objective. Some authors make moral certainty sound truly
equivalent to absolute certainty; others emphasize its pragmatic meaning.
For our story, it is important to distinguish between the strong and weak
forms of the principle (Frechet 1951, p. 6[78]; Martin 2003[119]). The strong
form refers to an event of small or zero probability that we single out in advance
of a single trial: it says the event will not happen on that trial. The weak form
says that an event with very small probability will happen very rarely in repeated
trials.
Borel, Levy, and Kolmogorov all enunciated Cournot's principle in its strong
form. In this form, the principle combines with Bernoulli's theorem to produce
the unequivocal conclusion that an event's probability will be approximated by
its frequency in a particular suciently long sequence of independent trials. It
also provides a direct foundation for statistical testing. If the empirical meaning
of probability resides precisely in the non-happening of small-probability events
singled out in advance, then we need no additional principles to justify rejecting
a hypothesis that gives small probability to an event we single out in advance
and then observe to happen (Bru 1999[32]).
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Other authors, including Chuprov, enunciated Cournot's principle in its
weak form, and this can lead in a dierent direction. See also 3.29.

3.35

Evgeny Slutsky, 18801948

The Russian statistician Evgeny Slutsky discussed Cournot's lemma in the
following passage, translated from his lengthy and inuential article on limit
theorems, published in German in 1925 [152, pp. 1719].
. . . It would therefore be worthwhile to analyze the conception of
the law of large numbers proposed by Prof. Al. A. Chuprov and
traced back to A. Cournot's views.6 Here the essential point comes
down to saying that the derivation of the law of large numbers is
based not only the well-known theorems of probability calculus (from
Bernoulli, Poisson, etc.), but also on a special lemma, by which it
rst actually becomes possible from the world of probabilities, either
large or small, to take ourselves over into the world of frequencies.7
This lemma recognizes the reality of an existing connection between
small probability and rarity by positing that events with very small
probabilities will not often happen.8
If you want to consider this statement nomological, you again
come into contradiction probability theory. No matter how small the
probability of an event occurring, it can still occur any number of
times in a row in a series of independent trials. Make the probability
of an event as small as you want, it still can still happen arbitrarily many times in a sequence of independent trials. The probability
of getting red ten thousand million times in a row in roulette, for
example, is not an impossibility, but an extremely small but nonzero probability, and with a suciently large number of sequences of
1010 spins, a certain frequency of occurrences of sequences in which
all 1010 spins produce red can be expected with the greatest certainty. Even the smallest probability is still fundamentally dierent
from impossibility; and we cannot bridge this gap, as we can let the
numbers grow as much as we like. 9 Only this much is true, that
the probability that a very improbable event will occur frequently
is a very small quantity of far higher order than the probability of
its one-time occurrence. In my opinion, it should not be claimed
from A. Cournot's viewpoint that such a conception does not contain any statement about frequencies themselves, because his view is
precisely that every statement about probabilities of frequencies is a
6 Author's footnote: Al. A. Tschuprow, Abhandlungen aus der Theorie der Statistik, 2
Au. 1910 (Russian), p. 227 .
7 Author's footnote: Ibid., p. 230.
8 Author's footnote: Ibid., p. 230, 227.
9 Author's footnote: J. v. Kries, op. cit. p. 21.
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statement about the frequencies themselves. 10 To see this, you need
not to get involved in any physical or ontological speculations, but
merely to clarify the simple meaning of the corresponding propositions of the theory of probability. Then you see that under the
relevant assumptions (Bernoullian, Poissonian, Markovian) there is
almost full certainty that events whose probabilities are very small
will not often happen. If you remove the word almost, you obtain the Cournotian lemma, which diers from the rst statement
therefore not in the content but merely in the modality of the declaration : what was asserted with only almost full certainty, the lemma
wants to pass o as absolutely certain knowledge. And given our
assumptions, that is certainly wrong.
Now for another possible interpretation. The above lemma can
still be seen as an idiographic statement, as a statement about the
actual structure of the world, or of the part of the world we are
in.11 It would then mean that although among all possible constellations of the elements of the world there are also ones that would
necessarily present us with the very strangest events  so that for
example all games of chance would be distorted as if by a demonic
force, warm bodies would be heated by cold ones, human fate would
seem to be guided by a star, and so forth  yet our world is not one
of these exceptional worlds, but an ordinary world, so to speak.12
We may consider this a possibly well-founded assumption, but this
much is true: facts about the past of a chaotic event cast no light
on its future. As a nomological statement the lemma was wrong,
as an idiographic one it is useless. It teaches us nothing about the
future fate of the world; it provides us no guarantee against the possibility of jumping into the wonder world of exceptional stochastic
states. If we feel no great fear, the reason is simply that we are
inclined to grant this possibility an immeasurably small probability. So the hypothesis of the stochastic ordinariness of the world
does not justify the law of large numbers. Rather the law of large of
10 Author's footnote: The mathematical probability then becomes the measure of physical probability . . . the advantage of this is to clearly indicate the existence of a ratio . . . found
between the things themselves: a ratio that nature maintains and that observation reveals
when trials are repeated enough. A. Cournot, Essai sur les fondements de nos connaissances, Nouvelle edition, Paris, 1912, p. 45 (Sperrdruck des Verfassers). On the concept of
physical impossibility (or impossibility in fact), characteristic for his entire system yet no
less claried in the end, see his Exposition de la theorie des chances et des probabilites Paris,
1843, p. 79-80, 437-438. Compare J. v. Kries, Ueber den Begri der objektiven M
oglichkeit,
Vierteljahrsschrift f. wiss. Philos. 12 Jahrg, 1888.
11 Author's footnote: Perhaps Al. A. Tschuprow's standpoint can be understood in this
sense: Abhandlungen aus der Theorie der Statistik, 2 Au., S. 231, (Russian).
12 Author's footnote: Compare Zilsel, Versuch einer neuen Grundlegung der statischen
Mechanik Monatshefte f
ur Math. und Physik Wien, 1921, Bd. XXXI, p. 153-154. His
verallgemeinerte Allagodenhypothese is equivalent to the hypothesis of the ordinariness of
the world. But the author errs insofar as he believes that his construction makes a stochastic
standpoint avoidable.
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large numbers creates the logical possibility of believing the stochastic ordinariness of the world for the future, since on the basis of all
our stochastic-nomological knowledge it acquires a probability practically equivalent to absolute certainty.
Kolmogorov included this article in the bibliography of his 1933 Grundbegrie [101].

3.36

Richard von Mises, 18831953

[164, Chapter 15, 4]
In classical physical statistics one starts by making certain plausible assumptions, according to the methods of probability calculus,
about initial probabilities as well as transition probabilities, and derives from them statements about the course of events to be expected
with very high probability. The value of this high probability is
so near to 1 that the statements are practically indistinguishable
from those which are called deterministic. In all cases that can be
checked the agreement between observation and calculation proves
to be excellent.

3.37

James V. Uspensky, 18831947

Uspensky was trained at the University of St. Petersburg and was a member
of the Russian Academy of Scientists before emigrating to the United States.
He became a professor at Stanford University. We nd this passage in his
Introduction to Mathematical Probability, published in 1937 [157, p. 8]:
From our experience, we know that events with small probability
seldom happen. . . . the probability 999,999/1,000,000 may be considered, from a practical standpoint, as an indication of certainty.
What limit for smallness of probability is to be set as an indication of
practical impossibility? Evidently there is no general answer to this
question. Everything depends on the risk we can face if, contrary to
expectation, an event with a small probability should occur. Hence,
the main problem of the theory of probability consists in nding
cases in which the probability is very small or very near 1. . . .

3.38

Paul Levy, 18861971

It was Levy, perhaps, who had the strongest sense of probability's being pure
mathematics (he devoted most of his career as a mathematician to probability),
and it was he who expressed most clearly in the 1920s the thesis that Cournot's
principle is probability's only bridge to reality. In his Calcul des probabilites [108]
Levy emphasized the dierent roles of Hadamard's two basic notions. The
notion of equally likely events, Levy explained, suces as a foundation for the
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mathematics of probability, but so long as we base our reasoning only on this
notion, our probabilities are merely subjective. It is the notion of a very unlikely
event that permits the results of the mathematical theory to take on practical
signicance ([108], pp. 21, 34; see also [110], p. 3). Combining the notion of
a very unlikely event with Bernoulli's theorem, we obtain the notion of the
objective probability of an event, a physical constant that is measured by relative
frequency. Objective probability, in Levy's view, is entirely analogous to length
and weight, other physical constants whose empirical meaning is also dened by
methods established for measuring them to a reasonable approximation ([108],
pp. 2930).
In his 1925 book [108], Levy developed Jacques Hadamard's idea that probability theory is based on two fundamental notions:
1. equally probable events (evenements egalement probables), and
2. event of very small probability (evenement tres peu probable).13
Whereas the notion of equally probable events expresses probability's subjective starting point, the notion of an event of very small probability allows us
to connect probability to objective reality: we predict that the event will not
happen. As Levy further explained in his 1937 book ([110], p. 3),
We can only discuss the objective value of the notion of probability when we know the theory's veriable consequences. They all
ow from this principle: a suciently small probability can be neglected. In other words: a suciently unlikely event can in practice
be considered impossible.14

3.39

Oskar Anderson, 18871960

Chuprov's enthusiasm for Cournot and the principle was brought from Russian
into German by Chuprov's student, Oskar Anderson, who spent the 1930s in
Soa and then moved to Munich in 1942. Anderson called the principle the
Cournotsche Lemma or the Cournotsche Br
uckea bridge between mathematics and the world. We nd both phrases already in Anderson's 1935
book[6, 5], but the book may have been less inuential than an article Anderson contributed to a special issue of the Swiss philosophy journal Dialectica [7, 27, 111] in 1949, alongside articles by Borel and Levy revisiting their
versions of Cournot's principle. Frechet took these articles as one of his themes
in his presiding report at the session on probability at the Congres International
de Philosophie des Sciences[11] at Paris that same year (Frechet 1951[78]), where
13 L
evy devotes Chapter 1 to the rst principle and Chapter 2 to the second. In the preface
(p. viii), he cites a 1922 article [90] in which Hadamard stated the two principles.
14 In the original French: Nous ne pouvons discuter la valeur objective de la notion de
probabilite que quand nous saurons quelles sont les consequences veriables de la theorie.
Elles decoulent toutes de ce principe: une probabilite susamment petite peut etre negligee;
en autre termes: un evenement susamment peu probable peut etre pratiquement considere
comme impossible.
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he accepted the attribution of the principle to Cournot (bien qu'il semble avoir
ete deja plus ou moins nettement indique par d'Alembert) but suggested the
appellation principe de Cournot, reserving lemma as a purely mathematical term. It was normal for Frechet to legislate on terminology; from 1944 to
1948 he had led the eort by the Association Francaise de Normalisation to standardize probability terminology and notation, putting in place appellations such
as Borel-Cantelli, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, etc. (Bru 2003b[34], Pallez 1949[133]).
Frechet had second thoughts about giving so much credit to Cournot; when
he reprinted his 1949 report as a chapter in a book in 1955[79], he replaced
principe de Cournot with principe de Buon-Cournot. But here no one else
appears to have followed his example.
Both Anderson and the Dutch mathematical statistician David Van Dantzig
argued for using Cournot's principle as the foundation for statistical testing: Anderson in Dialectica (Anderson 1949[7]), and Van Dantzig at the meeting in Paris
(Van Dantzig 1951[158]). Neyman found this view of statistical testing incomprehensible; at the same meeting in Paris he said Anderson was the only contemporary author I know who seems to believe that the inversion of the theorem
of Bernoulli is possible (Neyman 1951, p. 90)[129]. The German mathematical
statistician Hans Richter, also in Munich, emphasized Cournot's principle in his
own contributions to Dialectica (Richter 1954; von Hirsch 1954)[140, 161] and in
his probability textbook (Richter 1956)[141], which helped bring Kolmogorov's
axioms to students in postwar Germany. As a result of Richter's book, the name
Cournotsche Prinzip is fairly widely known among probabilists in Germany.

3.40

R. A. Fisher, 18901962

Laplace and Poisson were accustomed to explaining probability in terms of sampling from an urn with innitely many balls or tickets of dierent colors. In the
1920s, Fisher similarly used the metaphor of a hypothetical innite population"; see for example his celebrated 1922 article on theoretical statistics [69].
What did Fisher mean when he wrote about frequencies in such a population?
This question was raised in 1925 by the British mathematician William Burnside
[37, 38]. As Burnside pointed out, we can dene limiting relative frequencies
if we order the elements of a countably innite set, but the limit depends on
the ordering. The limiting relative frequency of natural numbers divisible by 7
among all the natural numbers is 1/7 if we consider the numbers in their natural
ordering, but other orderings give other limits. Fisher responded to Burnside's
question in a prefatory note to an article he published in 1925 [70]; see [1].
Fisher's prefatory note can be interpreted as conceding that the notion of an
innite hypothetical population is not really needed. All that is needed is the
notion that a sample is typical with respect to a particular sampling distribution.
In practice, Fisher made typicality operational by means of signicance testing.
This reduces the picture to Cournot's principle  the principle that a probability
model is connected to observed or observable phenomena by the assumption that
an event of small probability, selected in advance, has not happened or will not
happen.
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3.41

Thornton Fry, 18921991

Fry's 1928 textbook, Probability and its Engineering Uses [84], grew out his
teaching at Bell Telephone Laboratories and at MIT.
To illustrate the relation between certainty and high probability, Fry imagined a sequence of urns, the mth one containing one white ball and m black
balls. The greater m, the greater the probability that a ball draw from the urn
is black. But this probability is never one. As Fry wrote on p. 88, The limiting
condition is certainty, but that limit cannot be reached.
On p. 100, Fry stated and discussed Bernoulli's theorem as follows.
Bernoulli's Theorem: If the chance of an event
occurring upon a single trial is p, and if a number of independent trials are made, the probability that the ratio of the
number of successes to the number of trials diers from p
by less than any preassigned quantity, however small, can
be made as near certainty as may be desired by taking the
number of trials suciently large.
Sometimes the content of a theorem such as this is made clearer
by throwing mathematical discretion to the winds and stating it in
the form of every-day language. The present appears to be a case of
this sort, and therefore we restate the theorem as follows:
If the probability of an event is p, and if an innity of trials are
made, the proportion of successes is sure to be p.
. . . the statement is as certainly true in one sense of the word, as
it is not true in another. . . . it fails to stand the test of mathematical rigor, . . . It is therefore not a t foundation for a mathematical
theory. but our every-day life is not conducted on such rigorous requirements as to truth. You say, Are you sure that he is coming
tomorrow? and receive the answer, Yes. Both you and your informant understand what you mean: the event is contingent upon
his not dying, for example, and perhaps on many other unforeseen
circumstances. It is, in fact, not sure at all; it is merely very probable: so probable that the residual doubt is not work expression. Our
statement is in the same class. In fact, the residual doubts are even
vastly smaller, and may quite properly remain unexpressed.

3.42

Harald Cramer, 18931985

Harald Cramer, who felt fully in tune with Kolmogorov's frequentism, repeated
the key elements of his philosophy in his 1946 book [47, 148150]. Cramer
expressed Kolmogorov's caution that the theory of probability applies only under
certain conditions by saying that only certain experiments are random. In the
context of a random experiment E, Cramer stated Kolmogorov's Principle A in
this way:

Whenever we say that the probability of an event E with respect to
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an experiment E is equal to P , the concrete meaning of this assertion
will thus simply be the following: In a long series of repetitions of E,
it is practically certain that the frequency of E will be approximately
equal to P .  This statement will be referred to as the frequency
interpretation of the probability P .
He stated Kolmogorov's Principle
probability is very small or zero:

B as a principle applying to an event whose

If E is an event of this type, and if the experiment E is performed
one single time, it can thus be considered as practically certain that E
will not occur.  This particular case of the frequency interpretation
of a probability will often be applied in the sequel.
The nal sentence of this passage shows Cramer to be a less careful philosopher
than Kolmogorov, for it suggests that Principle B is a particular case of Principle
A, and this is not strictly true. As we noted when discussing Castelnuovo's
views, the weak form of Cournot's principle is indeed a special case of Principle
A. But Principle B is the strong form of Cournot's principle, and this is not
merely a special case of Principle A.

3.43

Jerzy Neyman, 18941981

Cite his writings on stochastic processes and frequentism. Look at his two books
on Hathi.
[130], p. 625
The fourth period in the history of indeterminism, currently in full
swing, the period of dynamic indeterminism, is characterized by
the search for evolutionary chance mechanisms capable of explaining the various frequencies observed in the development of the phenomena studied. The chance mechanism of carcinogenesis and the
chance mechanism behind the varying properties of the comets in
the Solar System exemplify the subjects of dynamic indeterministic
studies. One might hazard the assertion that every serious contemporary study is a study of the chance mechanism behind some
phenomena. The statistical and probabilistic tool in such studies
is the theory of stochastic processes, now involving many unsolved
problems. In order that the applied statistician be in a position
to cooperate eectively with the modern experimental scientist, the
theoretical equipment of the statistician must include familiarity and
capability of dealing with stochastic processes.

3.44

David van Dantzig, 19001959

Both Anderson and the Dutch mathematical statistician David Van Dantzig argued for using Cournot's principle as the foundation for statistical testing: Anderson in Dialectica (Anderson 1949[7]), and Van Dantzig at the meeting in Paris
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(Van Dantzig 1951[158]). Neyman found this view of statistical testing incomprehensible; at the same meeting in Paris he said Anderson was the only contemporary author I know who seems to believe that the inversion of the theorem
of Bernoulli is possible (Neyman 1951, p. 90)[129]. The German mathematical
statistician Hans Richter, also in Munich, emphasized Cournot's principle in his
own contributions to Dialectica (Richter 1954; von Hirsch 1954)[140, 161] and in
his probability textbook (Richter 1956)[141], which helped bring Kolmogorov's
axioms to students in postwar Germany. As a result of Richter's book, the name
Cournotsche Prinzip is fairly widely known among probabilists in Germany.

3.45

Karl Popper, 19021994

Popper adopted a form of Cournot's principle in his Logik der Forschung, rst
published in 1935 [136]. On p. 191 of the English version, published in 1958, we
nd this passage:
. . . a physicist is usually quite well able to decide whether he may
for the time being accept some particular probability hypothesis as
`empirically conrmed', or whether he ought to reject it as `practically falsied', i.e., as useless for purposes of prediction. It is fairly
clear that this `practical falsicatio' can be obtained only through a
methodological decision to regard highly improbable events as ruled
outas prohibited. But with what right can they be so regarded?
Where are we to draw the line? Where does this `high improbability'
begin?
Since there can be no doubt, from a purely logical point of view,
about the fact that probability statements cannot be falsied, the
equally indubitable fact that we use them empirically must appear
as a fatal blow to my basic ideas on method which depend crucially
upon my criterion of demarcation. Nevertheless I shall try to answer the questions I have raisedwhich constitute the problem of
decidabilityby a resolute application of these very ideas. . .
In the following pages, discusses at length how he proposes to qualify Cournot's
principle.
On page 150 of the English edition, we writes in a footnote:
. . . I now believe that Bernoulli's theorem may serve as a `bridge'
within an objective theoryas a bridge from propensities to statistics. See also appendix *ix and sections *55 to *57 of my Postscript.

3.46

Abraham Wald, 19021950

Wald became a mathematician working with Karl Menger in Vienna and participating in his seminar. Both Menger and Wald ed to the United States as
Hitler seized Austria. Menger became a professor at Notre Dame in Indiana;
Wald became a professor at Columbia in New York. In February 1941, Wald
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gave a series of lectures at Notre Dame entitled, On the principles of statistical inference. He began with this introduction ([167], pages 12, references
omitted):
The purpose of statistics, like that of geometry or physics, is to
describe certain real phenomena. The objects of the real world can
never be described in such a complete and exact way that they could
form the basis of an exact theory. We have to replace them by some
idealized objects, dened explicitly or implicitly by a system of axioms. For instance, in geometry we dene the basic notions point,
straight line, and plane implicitly by a system of axioms. They
take the place of empirical points, straight lines, and planes which
are not capable of denition. In order to apply the theory to real
phenomena, we need some rules for establishing the correspondence
between the idealized objects of the theory and those of the real
world. These rules will always be somewhat vague and can never
form part of the theory itself.
The purpose of statistics is to describe certain aspects of mass
phenomena and repetitive events. The fundamental notion used is
that of probability. In the theory it is dened either explicitly or
implicitly by a system of axioms. For instance, Mises denes the
probability of of an event as the limit of the relative frequency of
this event in an innite sequence of trials satisfying certain conditions. This is an explicit denition of probability. Kolmogoro denes probability as a set function which satises a certain system of
axioms. These idealized mathematical denitions are related to the
applications of the theory by translating the statement the event
E has the probability p into the statement the relative frequency
of the event E in a long sequence of trials is approximately equal
to p. This translation of a theoretical statement into an empirical
statement is necessarily somewhat vague, for we have said nothing
about the meanings of the words long or approximately. But
such vagueness is always associated with the application of theory
to real phenomena.
It should be remarked that instead of the above translation of
the word probability it is satisfactory to use the following somewhat simpler one: The event E has a probability near to one is
translated into it is practically certain that the event E will occur
in a single trial. In fact, if an event E has the probability p then,
according to a theorem of Bernoulli, the probability that the relative
frequency of E in a sequence of trials will be in a small neighborhood
of p is arbitrarily near to 1 for a suciently long sequence of trials.
If we translate the expression probability near 1 into practical
certainty, we obtain the statement it is practically certain that the
relative frequency of E in a long sequence of trials will be in a small
neighborhood of p.
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3.47

Marshall Stone, 19031989

As recognition for his accomplishments in mathematics, Stone was asked to
deliver the Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture at the meeting of the American Mathematical Society in December 1956. In this wide-ranging lecture, he made the
following comments on mathematical statistics [155, p. 71].
Because of the tremendous scope of its applications, ranging all the
way from theoretical physics to the social sciences, mathematical
statistics has undergone a rapid and extensive development so that
it now enjoys the status of an independent discipline. Mathematically we now know that it is a branch of measure theory, which is
linked with the real world through a few simple principles embodying the essence of inductive reasoning. There is, of course, some
disagreement as to how these principles should be formulated. It
has always seemed to me that they all have to be based on a single
rule of thumb, A suciently improbable event may be ignored. In
making decisions according to this rule, the role of mathematics is to
provide the measure-theoretic calculations of interrelated probabilities and the role of practical insight is to determine for each concrete
situation which probabilities are suciently small. Why the real
world should be amenable to such a rule is, I think, a philosophical
question no moreand no lessmysterious than the problem of why
it should be amenable to logic.

3.48

Andrei Kolmogorov, 19031987

When he wrote his Grundbegrie in 1933, Kolmogorov would have seen many
versions of Cournot's principle, by authors whom he respected. He was surely
familiar with Markov's textbook.
Cournot's principle was emphasized by many of the Russian and French
mathematicians from whom Kolmogorov learned about probability theory, including Chuprov, Slutsky, Borel, Levy, and Frechet [148]. He had cited Levy's
1925 book in his 1931 article on Markov processes and subsequently, during
his visit to France, he had spent a great deal of time talking with Levy about
probability. But in the Soviet context, it was also mandatory to highlight the
primacy of mass phenomena. So it is not surprising that in his brief explanation
of how probability theory can be used in the celebrated monograph he published
in 1933 in German [101], he mentions both frequency and Cournot's principle :
Under certain conditions, that we will not go into further here,
we may assume that an event A that does or does not occur under conditions S is assigned a real number P(A) with the following
properties:
A. One can be practically certain that if the system of conditions S
is repeated a large number of times, n, and the event A occurs
m times, then the ratio m/n will dier only slightly from P(A).
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B. If P(A) is very small, then one can be practically certain that
the event A will not occur on a single realization of the conditions S.
As Cournot emphasized, many events do not have objective mathematical
probabilities; we can give them only philosophical probabilities. Perhaps not
even a superior intelligence could give them objective mathematical probabilities. Today many people think dierently; many think, or assume without
thinking, that if an event is not determined, then it has an objective mathematical probability. So it is worth noting that Kolmogorov, like many mathematicians of his time who worked with the concept of objective probability, thought
that only some events have objective probabilities. He put the matter this way
in 1951 in in the Great Soviet Encyclopedia :
Certainly not every event whose occurrence is not uniquely determined under given conditions has a denite probability under these
conditions. The assumption that a denite probability (i.e. a completely dened fraction of the number of occurrences of an event if
the conditions are repeated a large number of times) in fact exists
for a given event under given conditions is a hypothesis which must
be veried or justied in each individual case.

3.49

Carl Hempel, 19051997

In 1965, in his Aspects of Scientic Explanation [93, p. 387], Hempel quotes
Cramer's formulation, in which Cournot's principle is a special case of Kolmogorov's principle A.

3.50

Hans Freudenthal, 19051990

In an expository article on probability published in 1960 in Synthese [82, pp.
205206], Freudenthal explained Cournot's principle this way:
Arbuthnot's statistical inference with its appeal to a model comprising a stochastic device has become exemplary. In the same way
D. Bernoulli and Laplace proved that it cannot be by chance that
the inclinations of the planetary orbits against the zodiac are as
small as they are found by astronomical evidence. Laplace used
this as an argument for his cosmogonic theory. The common aim
of those statisticians is a statistical reliability of their judgements
of nearly 100%. (At the same time the judgements themselves are
rather crude, mostly decisions between some `yes' or `no'.) Though
in modern statistics, we are acquainted with more rened methods, there are still many opportunities to use Arbuthnot's reasoning.
Philosophers call it Cournot's principle: if something is proved to be
extremely improbable, we are allowed to state that it is impossible.
The statement of its impossibility is nearly always stressed by an
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appeal to something like the urn model. The event to be disproved
appears to be as improbable as a large sequence of heads or sixes,
when tossing a coin or throwing a dice, and so it is impossible.
Additional quotations from [81, 83].

3.51

Bruno de Finetti, 19061985

De Finetti participated in the 1949 Paris conference where Frechet coined the
phrase in French: principe de Cournot. Shortly afterwards, he brought the name
into English, ridiculing it in 1951[55] as the so-called principle of Cournot.
But while he had no use for Cournot's notion that predicting events of high
probability is the only way of connecting a system of probabilities with phenomena, de Finetti had his own way of making sense of the idea that we do predict
events when they have high probability. As he explained in a note written in
1951 [56, p. 235] that Frechet published in 1955 in his Les mathematiques et le
concret, he did not really disagree with the statement that one should act as if
an event with a very small probability should not happen. Rather he took the
principle as a tautology, a consequence of the subjective denition of probability, not a principle standing outside probability theory and relating it to the
real world; see also Dawid 2004 [53].

3.52

Joseph Doob, 19102004

Doob's most explicit statement of Cournot's principle comes in a historical essay
he published in 1976 [63, p. 201202]. There he asks what principle should be
used to translate mathematical probability theorems into real life and answers
thus:
If one starts with mathematical probability theory the obvious
general operational translation principle is that one should ignore
real events that have small probabilities. How small is small depends on the context, for example, the demands of a client on a
statistician. Somewhat more precisely, one rst makes a judgment
on the possibility of the application of probability in a given context;
if so, one then sets up a model and comes to operational decisions
based on the principle that hypotheses must be reexamined if they
ascribe small probability to a key event that actually happens. (This
is, of course a great oversimplication.) . . .
In [62], which derives from his discussion with von Mises at Dartmouth in
1940, Doob does not state Cournot's principle directly, but it is suggested by his
explanation that practice depends on various forms of the law of large numbers.

3.53

Jean Ville, 19101989


Ville was a student of Maurice Frechet and Emile
Borel in Paris. In the pathbreaking doctoral thesis that he defended in 1939 he showed that events of
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probability zero for a sequence of random variables can be identied gametheoretically: an event A has measure zero if and only if there is a strategy for
betting on the variables (step-by-step as they are observed) that multiplies the
capital it risks by an innite factor when A happens.
In addition to the ocial version of the thesis, Ville had written two philosophical chapters, an introduction and a conclusion. Borel quickly arranged for
the expanded version to be be published as a book [160]. On pp. 910 of the
introductory chapter, Ville states a version of Cournot's principle. The passage,
quoted here in loose translation from the French, begins with a reference to
the standard practice of introducing probability theory by stating axioms for
probabilities.
. . . The theory thus constructed is logically correct, but the coecients thus introduced must be interpreted. For this, we use
the subjective value of large probabilities, already highlighted by
Laplace. In this way we can take the basis of the axiomatic theory to be the following: Given a collection of random events, we
can associate coecients between 0 and 1 with them, such that if
we compose these coecients according to the rules laid down as axioms, the events having probabilities very close to 1 are practically
certain (and therefore those whose probabilities are very small are
practically impossible).
We can therefore say, with Mr. Frechet: The probability of an
event in a specied category of trials is a physical constant, depending
on the event and the category of trials, for which one obtains an
empirical value by conducting a large number of independent trials
and noting the frequency of the event.
Empirical value means a value that has little chance of being
far from the true value. So in the interpretation, we constantly
come back to the notion of practical certainty interpreting the
probability close to 1. So the axiomatic theory is can be veried
indirectly.
In this way, we deal with two kinds of probabilities in the axiomatic theory: those that are close to 0 or to 1, which have a subjective meaning, quasi-impossibility or quasi-certainty, and those that
are close neither to zero nor to 1, which have no subjective meaning when taken in isolation. It is precisely this lack of meaning for
middle probabilities that is bothersome in the axiomatic theory: a
proposition like the probability of heads is 12  has no value in isolation and is not directly veriable. If the experiment is repeated, we
deduce a veriable proposition from inveriable propositions. This
seems to be a defect here; we are tempted to consider only suciently extended sequences of experiments, because no proposition
is usable except in combination with a large number of other propositions: this leads to statistical theory and the negation not only
of subjective value but even existence of probability for an isolated
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event.
Ville may have been the rst to state so clearly that only probabilities close
to zero or one have meaning. This idea was later repeated, with less hesitation,
by Kolmogorov's students. It has also been stated in the context of statistical
mechanics by philosophers of physics; see [125].

3.54

Trygve Haavelmo, 19111999

Haavelmo's article, The probability approach to econometrics [89], is often
seen as the founding charter of modern econometrics [128]. The article's most
fundamental point was Cournot's principle.
As Haavelmo explained, econometricians had been reluctant to adopt probability as a foundation for their work because they incorrectly assumed that
probability is applicable only in situations like those studied by the British
school of statistics, where a large sample is drawn from a stable population. He
made the point as follows (pages 477478):
The reluctance among economists to accept probability models
as a basis for economic research has, it seems, been founded upon
a very narrow concept of probability and random variables. Probability schemes, it is held, apply only to such phenomena as lottery
drawings, or, at best, to those series of observations where each observation may be considered as an independent drawing from one
and the same `population'. From this point of view it has been argued, e.g., that most economic time series do not conform well to any
probability model, `because the successive observations are not independent'. But it is not necessary that the observations should be independent and that they should all follow the same one-dimensional
probability law. It is sucient to assume that the whole set of, say
n, observations may be considered as one observation of n variables
(or a `sample point') following an n-dimensional joint probability
law, the `existence' of which may be purely hypothetical. Then, one
can test hypotheses regarding this joint probability law, and draw
inferences as to its possible form, by means of one sample point (in n
dimensions). Modern statistical theory has made progress in solving
such problems of statistical inference.
In fact, if we consider actual economic research  even that carried on by people who oppose the use of probability schemes  we
nd that it rests, ultimately, upon some, perhaps very vague, notion
of probability and random variables. For whenever we apply a theory to facts we do not  and we do not expect to  obtain exact
agreement. Certain discrepancies are classied as `admissible', others as `practically impossible' under the assumptions of the theory.
And the principle of such classication is itself a theoretical scheme,
namely one in which the vague expressions `practically impossible'
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or `almost certain' are replaced by `the probability is near to zero',
or `the probability is near to one'.
This is nothing but a convenient way of expressing opinions about
real phenomena. But the probability concept has the advantage that
it is `analytic', we can derive new statements from it by the rules of
logic. Thus, starting from a purely formal probability model involving certain probabilities which themselves may not have any counterparts in real life, we may derive such statements as `The probability
of A is almost equal to 1'. Substituting some real phenomenon for
A, and transforming the statement `a probability near to 1' into `we
are almost sure that A will occur', we have a statement about a real
phenomenon, the truth of which can be tested.
The class of scientic statements that can be expressed in probability terms is enormous. In fact, this class contains all the `laws'
that have, so far, been formulated. For such `laws' say no more and
no less than this: The probability is almost 1 that a certain event
will occur.
Haavelmo went on to explain that a probability law can be tested based on one
observation because it makes predictions with very high probability about that
one observation, and such predictions are the only kind of prediction science
can ever make:
The class of scientic statements that can be expressed in probability terms is enormous. In fact, this class contains all the `laws'
that have, so far, been formulated. For such `laws' say no more and
no less than this: The probability is almost 1 that a certain event
will occur.

3.55

Hans Richter, 19121978

The German mathematical statistician Hans Richter, who taught in Munich,
emphasized Cournot's principle in his contributions to Dialectica in 1954 [140,
161] and in his 1956 probability textbook [141], which helped bring Kolmogorov's axioms to students in postwar Germany. As a result of the book, the
name Cournotsche Prinzip became fairly widely known among probabilists in
Germany.

3.56

Charles Stein, 19202016

The following is excerpted from an interview by Morris H. DeGroot, conducted
in 1983 and published in Statistical Science in 1986 [57, pp. 459460].

From interview by DeGroot
DeGroot: Let's talk about probability for a moment.

You say that the notion
of subjective probability is unacceptable to you. What denition of probability
do you use?
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Stein: Essentially Kolmogorov's. That it is a mathematical system.
DeGroot: Simply any set of numbers that satises the axioms of the calculus

of probabilities.
Stein: Yes.
DeGroot: But what do these numbers represent in the real world?
Stein: Well, there is no unique interpretation. And of course I'm talking about
Kolmogorov's old interpretation of probability and not the complexity interpretation. In his book he mentions briey two aspects of the interpretation. The
rst is the traditional relative frequency of occurrence in the long run. And
the second is that when one puts forward a probabilistic model that is to be
taken completely seriously for a real world phenomenon, then one is asserting
in principle that any single specied event having very small probability will
not occur. This, of course, combined with the law of large numbers, weak or
strong, really is a broader interpretation than the frequency notion. So, in fact,
the frequency interpretation in that sense is redundant. This doesn't answer
the question, When I say the probability is 1/6 that this die will come up 6 on
the next toss, what does that statement mean? But then in no serious work in
any science do we answer the question, What does this statement mean? It is
an erroneous philosophical point of view that leads to this sort of question.

3.57

Yuri Prokhorov, 19232013

Yuri Vasilevich Prokhorov and Boris Aleksandrovich Sevast'yanov (19232013)
were both mentored in mathematical probability by Andrei Kolmogorov at
Moscow State University in the 1950s.
In their article on probability in the Soviet Mathematical Encyclopedia in
the 1970s [137], Prokhorov and Sevast'yanov echoed Jean Ville's statement that
only probabilities close to 0 or 1 have direct meaning.

3.58

David R. Cox, 19242022

The term repeated sampling principle was coined by Cox and his junior colleague
David Hinkley in their 1974 textbook [46, p. 45]:
According to the strong repeated sampling principle, statistical
procedures are to be assessed by their behavior in hypothetical repetitions under the same conditions. This has two facets. Measures
of uncertainty are to be interpreted as hypothetical frequencies in
long run repetitions; criteria of optimality are to be formulated in
terms of sensitive behaviour in hypothetical repetitions.
The argument for this is that it ensures a physical meaning for
the quantities that we calculate and that it ensures a close relation
between the analysis we make and the underlying model which is
regarded as representing the true state of aairs.
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3.59

John Stewart Bell, 19281990

Page 122 of [13], reprinting [12]:
. . . the typical track, if long enough, will serve to test predictions. . . .
The relevance of this remark is that later we are concerned with
theories of the universe as a whole. Then there is no opportunity
to repeat the experiment; history is given to us once only. We are
in the position of having a single track, and it is important that the
theory has still something to sayprovided that this single track is
not a freak, but a typical member of the hypothetical ensemble of
universes that would exhibit the complete quantum distribution of
tracks.
. . . In the same way as for the α particle track it follows from the
theory that the `typical' world will approximately realize quantum
mechanical distributions over such approximately independent components. The role of the hypothetical ensemble is precisely to permit
denition of the word `typical'.

3.60

Henry Kyburg, Jr., 19282007

Kyburg, a professor of philosophy and computer of science at the University of
Rochester, developed his own concept of practical certainty at length in his 1990
book Science & Reason [102]. As he explained on pp. 6568, he distinguished
between practical certainty and evidential certainty, with corresponding bodies
of knowledge, or sets of propositions:
 an evidential corpus, consisting of the propositions acceptable as evidence
in a certain context, and
 and a larger practical corpus, consisting of propositions that may be only
practically certain.
The level of practical certainty, he wrote, is indeed arbitrary, though no more
arbitrary than the corresponding values α = .10, .05, and .01 so popular in
applied statistics.
Kyburg's practical corpus was not closed under conjunction. As he explained,
. . . the set of practical certainties is weakly deductively closed: it
contains the deductive consequences of every statement it contains.
It is subject to the lottery paradox insofar as it may contain each
of a set of statements that are jointly inconsistent. But it does not
uselessly contain all statements, because it contains no explicitly
contradictory statement. Nor does it contain both a statement and
its denial, so long as the level of acceptance is chosen to be greater
than .5. . .
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3.61

Hugh Everett III, 19301982

Quotation from Everett's 1957 thesis: Pages 7071 of [60]
In the language of subjective experience, the observer which is
′
described by a typical element, ψij...k
, of the superposition has perceived an apparently random sequence of denite results for the
observations. It is furthermore true, since in each element the
system has been left in an eigenstate of the measurement, that
if at this stage a redetermination of an earlier system observation
(Sl ) takes place, every element of the resulting nal superposition
will describe the observer with a memory conguration of the form
[. . . , a1i , . . . , alj , . . . , ark , . . . , alj ] in which the earlier memory coincides
with the lateri.e., the memory states are correlated. It will thus
appear to the observer which is described by a typical element of
the superposition that each initial observation on a system caused
the system to jump into an eigenstate in a random fashion and
thereafter remain there for subsequent measurements on the same
system. Therefore, qualitatively, at least, the probabilistic assertions
of Process 1 appear to be valid to the observer described by a typical
element of the nal superposition.
In order to establish quantitative results, we must put some sort
of measure (weighting) on the elements of a nal superposition. This
is necessary to be able to make assertions which will hold for almost
all of the observers described by elements of a superposition. In
order to make quantitative statements about the relative frequencies
of the dierent possible results of observation which are recorded in
the memory of a typical observer we must have a method of selecting
a typical observer.
...
The situation here is fully analogous to that of classical statistical mechanics, where one puts a measure on trajectories of systems
in the phase space by placing a measure on the phase space itself,
and then making assertions which hold for "almost all" trajectories
(such as ergodicity, quasi-ergodicity, etc). This notion of almost all
depends here also upon the choice of measure, which is in this case
taken to be Lebesgue measure on the phase space. One could, of
course, contradict the statements of classical statistical mechanics
by choosing a measure for which only the exceptional trajectories
had nonzero measure. Nevertheless the choice of Lebesgue measure
on the phase space can be justied by the fact that it is the only
choice for which the "conservation of probability" holds, (Liouville's
theorem) and hence the only choice which makes possible any reasonable statistical deductions at all.
In our case, we wish to make statements about "trajectories"
of observers. However, for us a trajectory is constantly branching
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(transforming from state to superposition) with each successive measurement. To have a requirement analogous to the "conservation of
probability" in the classical case, we demand that the measure assigned to a trajectory at one time shall equal the sum of the measures
of its separate branches at a later time. This is precisely the additivity requirement which we imposed and which leads uniquely to
the choice of square-amplitude measure. Our procedure is therefore
quite as justied as that of classical statistical mechanics.

3.62

Terrence Fine, 19392021

Discuss the relevance of Fine's suggestion, in 1976 [67], that randomness is what
remains when we have made the best predictions we can. This viewpoint has
been strengthened by Vovk's work on defensive forecasting [149, Ch. 12] and
related work by other authors.

3.63

Per Martin-L
of, born 1942

In Martin-L
of's pathbreaking article on the denition of random sequences,
published in 1966, we nd this passage [123, p. 616]:
The interpretation of a probability is currently (e.g., in the Grundlagen by Kolmogorov) governed not only by the clause that the relative
frequency in a large number of repetitions of the experiment should
be close to it, but also by the following somewhat obscure additional
clause. If the probability is very small, we should be practically sure
that the event does not occur in a single trial.
Per Martin-L
of has told me that he learned Cournot's principle from Borel
rather than from Kolmogorov. See also [16, 122].

3.64

Donald Gillies, born 1944

In a 1973 book entitled An Objective Theory of Probability [88], the British
author Donald Gillies proposed a philosophical account of signicance testing.
According to Gillies, the distribution of a random variable ξ is falsiable distribution if ξ 's possible values can be partitioned into sets A and C such that
1. ξ 's probability of being in C is smaller than some suitably small constant,
2. for each x ∈ C , the ratio f (x)/fmax , where f is ξ 's probability density
and fmax is f 's maximum value, is smaller than some other suitably small
constant,
3. fmax is in some sense representative of f 's values for points in A.
Gillies wrote that when a falsiable distribution follows from a hypothesis H ,
and we test H by means of ξ we can be said to be predicting ξ ∈ A, and are
regarding our prediction as falsied if if ξ ̸∈ A.
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Gillies's proposal did not prove appealing to statisticians, at least in part
because the ratio f (x)/fmax depends on ξ 's scale of measurement. In the continuous case, this ratio will change if ξ is transformed non-linearly. In the discrete
case, it will usually change if categories are subdivided. The extent to which
Gillies was out of step with statisticians is revealed by his use of likelihood
to name the ratio f (x)/fmax . Statisticians invariably follow Fisher by using
likelihood for a quantity that is not sensitive to ξ 's scale of measurement.
Gillies presented his proposal as a way of squaring statistical testing with
Karl Popper's philosophy of falsication. He reviewed the thinking of a number
of authors whom I have quoted in this paper. He did not quote Cournot, but
he quoted Kolmogorov's conditions A and B. He took as his starting point the
rule of d'Alembert and Buon, which stated roughly that we will regard a
hypothesis H as falsied if the observed event has a low probability given H
(p. 167).

3.65

Colin Howson, 19452020

The British philosopher Colin Howson, an outspoken Bayesian, dismissed Cournot's principle in 1995 with the following argument [94, pp. 1617]:
A century and a half ago A. A. Cournot tried to answer this
objection by proposing that we treat small probabilities as impossibilities, so that the assumptions of independence etc. become in eect
testable hypotheses which can be falsied by observing whether the
observed relative frequencies lie within the predicted bands. But a
simple consequence of Cournot's rule is that almost every hypothesis of use to statistics is a priori declared false by it. For example,
consider the hypothesis which says that a sequence X; of random
variables is i.i.d. with a specied probability p strictly between 0
and 1. Then whatever small number ϵ is declared to be the lower
limit of physical probability, for some value of n each sequence of
outcomes will be assigned a probability smaller than ϵ. Probabilities even of 0 cannot be consistently regarded as impossibilities so
long as one countenances the possible truth of hypotheses ascribing
continuous distributions to any variate. Gillies [1973] has proposed
a more elaborate version of Cournot's rule, but this turns out to
be equally unsound (Redhead [1974]). Nor can the apparently more
sophisticated Neyman-Pearson theory of statistical tests help out
here, for the desirability of minimizing type 1 and type 2 errors
explicitly assumes that probabilities approximate long-run relative
frequencies.
For Gillies, see 3.64 and [88]. For Redhead, see [138].
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